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Urban planners, who are responsible for land use policies in urban areas, seek 

the capability of built environment factors to influence travelers’ behaviors.  Prior 

research has given less attention to the time-of-day dimension than to other 

dimensions.  Time-of-day choice study advances the travel demand modeling in several 

ways. First, policy makers need detailed information on peak hours. Second, socio-

economic changes influence the travel model in specific periods. Third, it helps in the 

evaluation of travel demand management strategies, i.e. the ways to modify travelers’ 

behavior by maximizing current resources. 

Thus, this study seeks to understand the effects of individual built environment 

factors and the combination of those factors on time-of-day travel choices.  By 

combining these factors, this study reduces the impact of collinearity of those factors in 

statistical procedure.  In the Central Business District (CBD) areas, this study examines 

the potential of time-of-day choice to influence time-sensitive travel demand 

management strategies, such as time-restriction and time-variable parking pricing.   
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The National Household Travel Survey (NHTS) 2009 Florida Department of 

Transportation (FDOT) add-on file is the main database used for this analysis.  Three 

counties, Palm Beach, Miami-Dade, and Broward, are used as a regional case study, 

with two CBDs—Fort Lauderdale and Miami—as specific cases.  The parking inventory 

of these CBDs from a previous project at the University of Florida is used for this study.  

Using the ordered response model, this study seeks the significances of various 

variables, including socio-economic, trip characteristic, and built environment. 

This study’s results shows that built environment factors have a greater impact 

on time-of-day choice when considered in tandem.  Thus, the purpose of the trip—

whether travelers are commuting to work or simply shopping—demonstrates the 

differences between choices during given periods of time.  The relationship between 

time-of-day choice and a trip’s purpose occurs in the CBD level.  The percentage of 

parking spaces with time-restriction in the CBD has an effect on the time-of-day choice.  

These results suggest that integration of built environment factors is important in 

creating land use policies to influence travelers’ behavior.  Specifically, the model 

recommends that local governments incorporate time-sensitive parking policies in CBD 

re-development. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 

Statement of the Problem 

The study of time of day travel has received much attention because it has 

allowed travel demand analysis to get the detail of activities during specific period, such 

as peak period. Peak periods—the ranges of times when the traffic is dense because 

people prefer to travel during these periods—have  been identified to cause some 

problems, such as intense traffic congestion, increased energy consumption, and 

increased emissions of air pollutants. Besides these problems, researchers have 

considered the time shifting as one of the strategies for travel demand management. 

The complete understanding of time-of-day travel behavior is required to apply and 

evaluate travel demand management strategies.  

Travel demand management (TDM) strategies are defined as the set of 

procedures to reshape people’s travel behavior by maximizing current resources 

(Ferguson, 1990). TDM strategies that include congestion pricing, parking pricing, 

employer incentives in transit, incentives to change driver behavior and other strategies 

to either change the mode of travel from driving a vehicle alone to transit, bicycling or 

other modes of travel, or the flexible working time are sensitive to peak-period. Thus, 

some studies have examined the possibility of time-of-day changes regarding the 

implementation, the feasibility, and the proposal for travel demand strategies 

(Yamamoto, Fujii, Kitamura, & Yoshida, 2000; Saleh & Farrell, 2005; De Jong et 

al.,2003; Arnott, de Palma & Lindsey, 1990; Ozbay & Yanmaz-Tuzel, 2008; Hensher & 

King , 2001; Lam, Li, Huang & Wong, 2006; Atherton et al.,1982; Chin, 1990; He, 2013).  

Among those TDM strategies, this study focuses on parking management policies.   
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Parking management policies are parts of TDM framework because they share 

similar objectives in managing available resources and influencing travel behavior by 

changing the time, the mode and destination of travel. Parking supply and demand 

management’s goals are to maintain and maximize current parking resources through 

programs and policies (VTPI, 2013). Parking integrates transportation and land use 

issues. Thus, in a broad range of TDM strategies that is showed by VTPI (2013) and 

Kuzmyak (2003), parking management is one of the land use strategies.  

The fact that parking is also land-use-related issue emphasizes the importance to 

understand the position of parking in broader land-use aspects, which are called the 

built environment. The built environment is defined as:  “[a] multidimensional concept 

that includes urban design, land use, and the transportation system, and encompasses 

patterns of human activity within the physical environment” (Handy, Boarnet, Ewing, & 

Killingsworth, 2002, p.65). TDM, especially parking, is included as one of the built 

environment dimensions (Ewing & Cervero, 2010).   

In a wider context, transportation and land use coordination may bring benefits in 

creating city livability (Steiner, 2012).  Therefore, this study focuses on finding the 

connection between built environments as the land use aspects, especially parking, and 

travel behavior, with the intention of understanding the coordination of transportation 

and land use. However, because parking is incorporated into the built environment at a  

neighborhood-scale rather than macro-level or regional-level, this study takes the built 

environment factors at regional (counties) level, and parking factors at more specific 

scope, which is downtown level, to be connected into individual time-of-day choice.  
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In understanding the connection between built environment and travel behavior 

at regional level, additional method is required.  Many of built environment factors have 

the possibility to be interrelated among themselves and cause statistical problems 

(Cervero & Radisch, 1996), stated as the collinearity problem (Cervero & 

Kockelman,1997).  Thus, modifying variables into one combination may help to simplify 

the model and to reduce the collinearity problem without losing the information. 

Additionally, this combination may show the relative importance of one built 

environment dimension compared to others dimensions.  

In downtown areas, parking is a special issue. On one side, the other dimensions 

of downtown’s built environment, such as higher density development, a greater mix of 

land uses, greater connectivity in design, and shorter distances to transit (the so-called 

“5 Ds), are suitable to support sustainable land use-transportation solutions. However, 

in another side, businesses in downtowns and CBDs throughout the US prefer to have 

generous parking supply and low parking pricing because their consideration of 

competition with businesses in suburban areas (Steiner et al., 2012). Inexpensive 

parking in downtown that encourages people to keep using automobiles and to park 

nearby their activities’ places may hinder the goals of sustainable land-use and 

transport.  As a consequence, parking management should be integrated into transport 

and land use coordination to develop livable downtown and regional area.   

Purpose of the Research 

This study focuses on the relationship of land use policy and travel behavior in 

general, as well as time-of-day choice in its relation with the built environment factors, 

and their connection to parking policies, in particular.  The built environment and parking 

as one of built environment factors has been explored to be a factor in determining the 
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other dimension of travel behavior; however, few studies have investigated the 

connection between the built environment variables and the time-of-day choice model.  

By investigating these factors, this study contributes to the existing debates on the 

relationship between the built environment and travel behavior. 

Also, this study contributes to the body of literature by using combined measures 

of the built environment.  This method allows the combination of interaction of variables 

among built environment factors that have previously been identified as collinear in 

statistical procedures.  This study uses the pre-processing in Geographic Information 

Systems (GIS) of the built environment factors before performing the choice model.  

This study also tests the other factors such as socio-economic variables and trip 

characteristics as they affect the main relationship between built environment factors 

and time-of-day choice. 

This research uses data from the NHTS 2009 Florida Department of 

Transportation (FDOT) add-on from the Southeast Florida. This study employs a cross-

sectional approach and utilizes the ordered-propensity-based model to assess the 

probability of travelers choosing specific time periods. 

Specifically, this study also concentrates on the time-of-day choice with its 

relation to the parking situation in downtown Miami and Fort Lauderdale.  Taking two 

CBDs within the Southeast Florida area, this study explores the average price, the 

percentage of time-related restriction parking policy and the availability of parking 

spaces within block groups in these downtown areas.  This study uses data for parking 

inventory from the project of Impact of parking supply and demand management on the 

CBD by the University of Florida (Steiner et al., 2012).  Also, this study identifies the 
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possibility of travel demand management applicability, such as variable parking pricing 

and time-related parking restriction in those two CBDs. 

This study evaluates two following hypotheses at the regional level, for the 

Southeast Florida region:  

1. When considering socio-economic variables and trip characteristics, there is a 
relationship between travel behavior (time-of-day) and the built environment in 
the Southeast Florida; and 

2. The combinations of built environment factors are more influential than individual 
factor of built environment on the connection to time-of-day choice. 

Two other hypotheses are tested for the two Southeast Florida CBDs, Miami and 

Fort Lauderdale:   

1. Trip purpose determines different travel behavior, especially related to time-of-
day choice 

2. The average parking rate determines time-of-day choice at the two CBDs’ 
destinations.  

Significance of the Research 

In general, this research attempts to enhance the body of knowledge on the 

relationship between land-use and transportation.  By focusing on time-of-day study, 

this research specifically contributes to one travel behavior dimension. Other 

dimensions are trip frequency, trip length, and mode of transportation choice.  

Understanding this relationship emphasizes the role of land use policies in shaping 

travel patterns.  The results of the study are also expected to provide insights into land-

use policies that can be used to shift travelers’ choices into the intended time ranges. 

Prior literature focuses on the relationship between built environment and travel 

behavior; however, four gaps can be identified. First, time-of-day choice has not been 

extensively examined in relationship to the built environment factors.  Only a few studies 
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have linked the built environment variables in the time-of-day choice model (Chu, 2009; 

He, 2013; Chikaraishi, Fujiwara, Zhang & Axhausen, 2009; Lee, Washington, & Frank, 

2009; Zhang, 2005) but these studies have treated the separate rather than combined 

effect of the built environment variables.  This study examines the arrival time and the 

built environment at destination, while other studies highlight the differences at the trip 

origin. Thus, because the existence of a relationship between time of travel and built 

environment characteristics at the destination remains imprecise, this study endeavors 

to enhance previous time-of-day choice studies. 

Second, one of the gaps from the built environment research is the lack of 

methodology that can capture the complexity of built environment interactions.  

According to Cervero (2003), measuring the built environment variables may be subject 

to collinearity—a statistical problem because variables tend to come in tandem in one 

area.  High density areas frequently have greater street connectivity and great mix of 

land uses. A combined measure is needed to respond this problem (Krizek, 2003). This 

study allows interactions of built environment variables by converting each unique value 

for each combination in GIS.  Thus, this method overcomes the collinearity problem.  

Consequently, this study also provides new insights to the body of literature about how 

to incorporate the complexity of built environment factors and the relative importance of 

one factor over another in shaping the travel behavior. 

Third, this research takes Southeast Florida as empirical study location, where 

little research has explored this location, especially in the relationship between travel 

behavior and built environment variables (Messenger & Ewing,1996; Neog, 2009; 

Steiner et al.,2010; Srinivasan, S., Provost, R., & Steiner, R., 2013).  Considering the 
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suggestion from Boarnet and Sarmiento (1998) and Boarnet and Greenwald (2000), 

who conducted similar study in two different regions, they found different results and 

highlighted the importance of doing empirical study in different locations.  By employing 

time-of-day dimension that is different from those studies, this research may enrich the 

figure of travel behavior from previous literature in those specific locations.  

Furthermore, this study extends the variety of empirical travel behavior studies with a 

focus on built environment factors. 

Fourth, this research attempts to explore the downtown-specific focus by 

incorporating average parking price and parking restriction in downtowns, and in 

particular, the CBD of Fort Lauderdale and Miami. Local government may experience 

parking supply dilemma in downtowns. A lack of parking space may create cruising or 

spillover parking in surrounding areas. Meanwhile, ample or excessive parking may 

bring negative effect; especially, it hinders the objective of city livability because it 

increases the incentive to drive and discourages transit or non-motorized modes of 

travel. This particular research may provide evidence of the importance of the current 

parking policies and the possibility to enhance the current practices to improve them as 

a part of downtown livability initiatives. 

Dissertation Outline 

The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows.  Chapter 2 synthesizes 

literature review about time-of-day dimension of travel into the broader context of the 

connection between travel behavior and built environment. Chapter 3 explores existing 

studies about built environment and parking as one of the built environment variables. 

Also, this chapter explains the measurement of built environment and the selection of 

variables.  Chapter 4 describes the methodology and data, and provides an overview of 
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the two downtown CBDs that form the case study areas for downtown parking policies.  

Chapter 5 provides the descriptive analysis, the empirical analyses and findings.  

Chapter 6 discusses the conclusions and recommendations.  In addition, this chapter 

also outlines the limitation of the study and the further research that may enrich this 

study’s findings. 
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CHAPTER 2 
TIME-OF-DAY CHOICE AND BUILT ENVIRONMENT 

People often make multiple trips to meet their daily needs and to engage in their 

ongoing activities.  The terms “trip” and “travel” both mean movement from one place to 

another by any means of transportation (Handy et al., 2002).  Currently, automobile 

users dominate the travel mode for these daily activities.  According to the 2009 NHTS 

the percentage of person-trips in the US taken by automobile for all trip purposes is 83.4 

percent and 91.4 percent for trip to and from work (Santos, McGuckin, Nakamoto, Gray, 

& Liss, 2011, p. 9).  The domination of automobile use matches what Newman and 

Kenworthy (1996) characterized as the automobile city that has a low density of 

population and widely spread development.  Automobile dependency requires 

continuous transportation development.  However, some issues such as financial cost, 

physical constraints, and environmental awareness (Handy, Cao, & Mokhtarian, 2005) 

may change the political considerations associated with  creating additional 

transportation infrastructure in coping with the demand resulted from automobile 

dependency. In turn, automobile dependency has generated the wide population 

dispersal. Thus, people continue to rely heavily on automobiles as their preferred mode 

of transportation and policy efforts to reduce automobile use have been hampered by 

urban sprawl (Handy et al., 2005).  Urban sprawl is characterized as unpleasing 

development because of the low population or employment density and scattered 

physical environment and the inability of such development patterns to serve modes of 

travel other than the automobile (Ewing, 2008). 

Seeing two-way relationship between automobile users’ behavior and urban 

sprawl, urban planners seek to develop an effective built environment to shape the 
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travel behavior.  Although many interpretations of built environment exist in various 

disciplines, for the purposes of this study, built environment will refer to various physical 

and man-made settings that support daily activities of individuals (Brownson, Hoehner, 

Day, Forsyth, & Sallis, 2009).  Many planners and policy makers are convinced that a 

relationship exists between land-use and travel behavior; they support designing 

neighborhoods in such a way that encourages people to walk or use mass 

transportation.  Urban planners call this perspective New Urbanism (Handy & Clifton, 

2001).  In general, this perspective highlights the importance of transportation and land 

use coordination, specifically through built environment factors and their relationship to 

travel demand behavior. 

The Relationship of Travel Behavior and Built Environment 

Prior studies have connected the built environment and travel behavior quite 

extensively (Ewing & Cervero, 2001; Ewing & Cervero, 2010).  Most of those studies 

focus on trip frequency, trip length (cumulative vehicle hours of travel or VHT and 

vehicle miles travelled or VMT), and mode of travel to measure travel demand.  

Cumulatively, these studies show that a relationship exists between built environment 

factors and each of these travel dimensions.  

First, some researchers found that built environment factors have a relationship 

to trip frequency that usually as an intermediate variable to explain travel choice by 

different modes.  For example, a greater number of pedestrian trips is associated  with 

more density, location near schools  (Lee & Moudon, 2006), shorter distances to 

commercial businesses (Cao, Handy, & Mokhtarian, 2006), better connected street 

pattern with smaller blocks, and more accessible locations for travelers (Handy et al., 

2006).  Moreover, the presence of bicycle facilities, such as trails, has a positive effect 
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on the number of bicyclists (Moudon et al.,2005). Bikeways and street network 

connectivity affected the non-motorized trips (Guo, Bhat, & Copperman, 2007).  

Accessibility, density, and the proximity to the city center and employment, significantly 

reduce frequency of automobile trips (Shay & Khattak, 2007).  However, some 

researchers found that socio-economic factors of the household or attitude (Kitamura, 

Mokhtarian & Laidet, 1997) played a greater role than land use variables when they 

analyzed trip frequencies by various modes.  Another argument states that lack of 

significance on for land use variables exists for non-work trips (Boarnet & Sarmiento, 

1998).  In another case study, various effects—sometimes they were weak and 

sometimes apparent—of built environment variables are associated with the frequency 

of non-work trips (Boarnet & Greenwald, 2000). The authors conclude that how the built 

environment variables are measured and how the geographic unit of analysis is chosen 

may contribute to the results.  As an example, their study uses zip code level data as a 

unit of analysis that is broader than others whose analysis showed a significant 

relationship between built environment factors and driving behavior.   

Second, most of the prior studies support the argument that incorporating built 

environment factors may increase the ability of a model to explain the trip length 

(Kockelman, 1997; Frank & Pivo, 1994; Chatman, 2003, Bento et al., 2005; Steiner et 

al., 2010; Cervero & Murakami, 2010; Cervero & Kockelman, 1997). Meanwhile, some 

studies stated that the effect of built environment factors is minimal (Brownstone, 2008).  

Trip length is commonly associated with trip distance and travel time.  Trip distance is 

defined as VMT or vehicle kilometers travelled (VKT) as the measurements.  Variables 

that influence trip length are accessibility, land use balance (entropy), mix (dissimilarity), 
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employment density, and population density (Frank & Pivo, 1994; Kockelman,1997).  

Higher employment density at the workplace reduced the VMT (Chatman, 2003) and 

lower population density increase VMT per year and raises the fuel consumption 

(Brownstone & Golob, 2009).  Also, accessibility and grid-type measurement influenced 

the VMT (Cervero &Kockelman, 1997).  

Third, some of studies support the argument that land use variables have a 

significant effect on mode choice (Cervero, 2002; Cervero, 1996; Chen, Gong & 

Paaswell, 2008; Rodriguez & Joo, 2004; Pinjari, Pendyala, Bhat & Waddell, 2007; 

Kockelman, 1997; Cervero & Kockelman, 1997; Cervero & Radisch, 1996; Ewing & 

Cervero, 2010; Frank & Pivo, 1994; Silva, Golob, & Goulias, 2006); however, some 

other of studies make a  contradictory argument; either the built environment factors 

have no significance (Hess, 2001), or  little effect on mode choice (Crane & Crepeau, 

1998; Neog, 2009), or other factors, such as socio-economic characteristics, attitudes 

(Kitamura et al., 1997), and lifestyles, influence the selection of mode more than  built 

environment factors.  These studies present different results based on detailed built 

environment factors.  For example, higher density and greater land use mix has a 

greater effect on transit mode selection than design dimensions, such as higher 

sidewalk ratio (Cervero, 2002).  Other built environment factors, such as employment 

density and mixed land-use have a negative correlation with single occupant vehicle 

(SOV) choice and a positive correlation with transit and walking (Frank & Pivo,1994). At 

the destination, higher employment density at the workplace results in less automobile 

usage; whereas better job accessibility from home plays a role in transit selection for 

home-based work (HBW) travelers (Chen et al.,2008).  Similarly, population and 
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employment density influenced the non-motorized mode choice, and land use mix has 

an effect on transit choice (Pinjari et al., 2007).   

Some studies suggest that the built environment has an insignificant effect on 

mode selection. For example, pedestrian friendliness and the presence of light rail for 

commuters were insignificant in mode choice in Portland, Oregon (Hess ,2001).  Neog 

(2009) concluded that the workplace’s built environments are not significant in the study 

area of the Southeast Florida.  The author found only one factor of the built environment 

turning significant—the proportion of railroad in one mile radius.   

In summary, prior studies have presented different arguments and specific 

results from empirical studies.  The differences imply that the effect of built environment 

to travel behavior is still unclear, context-sensitive, and worth further examination.  

Three common dimensions of travel behavior that have been investigated to have 

relationships with built environment factors are trip frequency, trip length, and mode 

choice.  Few studies have explored similar connection to another travel behavior 

dimension—time of-day choice.  

Furthermore, urban planners are concerned about automobile dependency 

because it causes people to travel longer distances, produces greater carbon emission 

than other modes of transportation, and creates congestion, especially in peak hours.  

Because so many people travel during peak hours, street networks experience lower 

levels of service, longer travel times and traffic congestion.  Therefore, travelers may 

change their behaviors by switching to a different mode of transportation, changing the 

destinations, or shifting the specific time of travel.  Because travelers can change the 
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time of their travel, it is important to understand travelers’ behaviors based the specific 

and the actual information regarding time-of day periods. 

Time-of-Day Choice  

Peak-hour studies have emphasized their importance in travel demand 

management strategies proposal, such as: congestion pricing (Saleh & Farrell, 2005) 

and turnpike pricing policy (Ozbay & Yanmaz-Tuzel, 2008).  In addition, Hensher and 

King (2001) compared two parking policies—parking pricing and supply by time-of-

day—showing that shifting departure time is one of the responses to the policies; and 

Atherton, Scheuernstuhl, and Hawkins (1982) evaluated the compressed workweek 

policy that results in decreasing peak-hour traffic volume.   

Time-of-day choice is one element of the travel-demand forecasting process.  

Therefore, time-of-day studies may have roles in studies of traffic impact studies, trip 

accumulation, highway volume and capacity, transportation system management, and 

transport demand management (Martin & McGuckin, 1998, p.82).  According to similar 

study, the position of time-of-day studies among the others dimension of travel behavior 

can be seen on the Figure 2-1.  Furthermore, the following section describes the 

importance of knowing this dimension, prior studies on time departure choices, and the 

existing studies about the relationship between time-of-day and built environment. 

The Importance of Time-of-Day Choice Studies 

Time-of-day choice studies help us to understand the following aspects of 

planning for travel: (1) detailing the policies on peak period, (2) responding to socio-

economy changes, and (3) accommodating the growing interest of travel demand 

management. Policy makers need the specific and actual information regarding peak 

periods (Abkowitz, 1981), because traffic in the peak hours has produced more severe 
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congestion, higher energy consumption, and more emission production.  Moreover, 

when congestion occurs, the characteristics of street networks result in different travel 

time and levels of service.  Travelers may choose to change their behaviors in an 

attempt to minimize time and expense by modifying their time-of-day travel choices or 

other adjustments to their travel.  Prior research (Ettema & Timmermans, 2003; Chin, 

1990; Mannering, 1989) suggested that people may choose specific time-of-day 

adjustment to their travel to avoid congestion in peak-periods.  For the same reason, 

Mannering and Hamed (1990) found that half of their respondents temporarily modified 

their travel time to preventing them from encountering congestion. 

Then, specific time-based policies is required because dense traffic at peak hour 

results in higher energy consumption and more emissions of certain pollutants than at 

the others times.  In his article, Abkowitz (1981) stated that one of the reasons to reduce 

peak hour travel is the associated fuel economy improvements.  Concurrently, the 1990 

Clean Air Act Amendments urge local and regional policy makers to understand and 

undertake studies to understand the importance and variability of peak hour travel on 

current and future travel demand, mode choice and the associated congestion (Bhat, 

1998). 

Another reason to focus on peak-hours and time-of-day research is that peak 

hours contribute to the increasing air pollution emissions.  For example, Steed and Bhat 

(2000) explained three reasons for modeling peak-hour emissions. First, emissions 

have been accounted as a variable in the modeling of automobile VMT. Each time 

period of the day has a distinctive temperature and humidity profile with resulting 

differences in emissions.  Second, the operations of various modes of travel differ 
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throughout the day.  Cold starts produce more emissions at all times of the day but if 

they are concentrated during the peak hour they will have a greater impact on the 

overall emissions.  Finally, the ozone formation and dispersion models require an 

understanding of the, emissions level during specific times of the day.   

As the second aspect, time-of-day differences may occur because of the changes 

in employment and socio-economic characteristic.  Taking as an example, a traveler 

may modify his or her departure time to shop because she has a school-age child.  In 

turns, he or she has to drop and pick them up, which may constrain their decision on 

when to shop during prior time ranges.  According to Steed and Bhat (2000), some 

metropolitan areas have used fixed factor for the time-of-day in their travel demand 

study; however, this factor may not be able to capture the time-of-day shift because of 

the changes in socio-economic characteristics.   

Lastly, applying and evaluating travel demand management strategies requires a 

complete understanding of time-of-day travel behavior.  Three possibilities of a policy 

response are “mode changes, route changes, and departure time changes” (Mannering, 

1989).  By referring to these possibilities, some studies have examined specific 

possibility of time-of-day changes regarding the implementation, the feasibility or the 

proposal for travel demand strategies.  Congestion pricing (Yamamoto et al., 2000; 

Saleh & Farrell, 2005; De Jong et al.,2003), toll pricing (Arnott, de Palma, & Lindsey, 

1990; Ozbay & Yanmaz-Tuzel, 2008), parking pricing or choice (Hensher & King , 2001; 

Lam, Li, Huang & Wong, 2006), and flexible work hours (Atherton et al.,1982; Chin, 

1990; He, 2013) are examples of time-of-day travel demand strategies.  Emerging 

research on activity based and trip chaining behavior require more detailed information 
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on time-of-day travel.  Since time limits the opportunity in doing activities (Ettema & 

Timmermans, 2003), time-of-day studies gives complete information about trip chaining. 

Survey approaches  

Researchers have widely incorporated two approaches from travel surveys - 

stated preferences from primary survey and revealed preferences.  The first approach—

stated preference—has been used by several studies due to some of the researchers’ 

desire to accommodate the situation that has yet to be implemented, namely, 

congestion pricing.  Stated preference studies can be differentiated from revealed 

preference studies, which are based upon actual behavioral responses. The advantage 

of stated preferences approach is that it can capture the original experience from the 

respondents (Bellei et al., 2006).  However, most of the stated preference studies are 

from international cases, e.g., studies by Arellana, Daly, Hess, de Dios Ortúzar, & Rizzi 

(2012) in Santiago, Chile; Saleh and Farrell (2005) in Edinburgh, UK; and Börjesson 

(2008) in Sweden.  The latter studies in Sweden have combined state preference and 

revealed preference data.   

Another type of survey, revealed preference depends on the readily available 

household travel survey. Most studies capture the single-trip and some studies took 

multiple trips and trip-chaining to have the tour format, single-day travel diary or cyclic 

panels.  As an illustration, Lemp et al. (2010) used tour format, Chu (2009) utilized a  

one-day activity diary, Chikaraishi et al.(2009) conducted a six-day travel diary, and 

Yamamoto et al. (2000) use four wave panel study in understanding the behavior 

changing because of the proposed congestion pricing. 
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Methods in time-of-day studies 

Most of previous research used the logit model as their approach.  Nevertheless, 

they had applied some different variances and extensions in the model.  Besides 

regular multinomial logit model (Abkowitz, 1981; He, 2013; Mannering & Hamed, 1990; 

Yamamoto et al., 2000; Kitamura, Chen, & Narayanan, 1998; Okola, 2003; Saleh & 

Farrell, 2005), other examples of variations and extensions include the mixed logit 

model (Börjesson, 2008), nested logit model (Bhat, 1998; Chin, 1990; Bellei, Gentile, 

Meschini, & Papola, 2006; Lemp et al., 2010; Sall & Bhat, 2007; Yang, Zheng & Zhu, 

2013;Ozbay & Yanmaz-Tuzel, 2008),  the error component logit (de Jong et al., 2003), 

generalized logit (Sasic & Habib, 2013), ordered generalized extreme value (OGEV) 

(Bhat, 1998; Steed and Bhat, 2000), and dogit ordered generalized extreme value (Chu, 

2009). The advantage of methods other than multinomial logit model is the weakness of 

multinomial logit (MNL) model that accounts to the independence from irrelevant 

alternatives (IIA) property. When experiencing this problem, the model might not be able 

to capture the similarities and correlations between adjacent time interval choices. 

According to DeJong et al (2003), the weakness of MNL choice models for departure 

time choice is the correlation between the choices. 
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Figure 2-1.  The Position of time-of-day in general travel-demand forecasting process 
(Martin & McGuckin, 1998, p.6) 

The Relationship of Time-of-Day and Built Environment 

Few studies on time-of-day choice have linked the built environment variables in 

the model.  Researchers describe the terms of built environment differently, for example 

location-related variables and spatial variations.  The relationship of built environment 

and time-of-day are varied, in the similar way as that relationship with others travel 

behavior dimensions. 
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Some researchers conclude that the built environment variables are insignificant 

in their relationship to time-of-day choice.  Chu (2009) found that the corridor density 

between home and workplace is insignificant for the departure time within 3 hours 

period (6:00-9:00 a.m.).  He (2013) found that employment density at the trip end is not 

significant for commuters’ departure time choice in the morning.   

In contrast, Chikaraishi et al.(2009) identified  spatial variation such as land use, 

facilities’ location and the distribution of population, as significant in travelers’ time 

choice for mandatory activities such as school, work, and other work-related travel.  

Lee, Washington, and Frank (2009) showed that the built environment factors, such as 

residential density and the number of commercial parcels within one kilometer radius 

are significant in relation to weekday and weekend time-of-day variation.  Zhang (2005) 

found the varied effects of accessibility on non-work trips and travel, depending on the 

activity categories.  Thus, those inconsistent results for a significant coefficient of built 

environment to time-of-day choice show that the existence of a relationship remains 

imprecise.  

Built environment may refer to urban forms, land-use variables, urban designs, 

spatial variations, or location-related variables.  Despite of considering each term 

differently, this research allows those terms to be used interchangeably.  Several 

researchers attempt to characterize the built environment variables into groups.  Handy 

et al. (2002) mentioned six dimensions of the built environment: density and intensity, 

land use mix, street connectivity, street scale, aesthetic qualities, and regional structure.  

Detailed measurements of these dimensions are displayed on Table 2-1.  Thereafter, 

Ewing and Cervero (2010) categorized multidimensionality in the built environment by 
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grouping them into seven “D”s dimensions.  The first three “D” dimensions—density, 

diversity and design (Cervero & Kockelman, 1997)—have been broadly used.  Various 

effects of those three dimensions have been found with respect to travel behavior.  Trip 

frequency relates to the socio-economic factors extensively.  Trip length associates with 

regional accessibility. Mode choices have the relationship with these land use pattern 

factors.  Also, transit choice primarily has connection mainly with local density.  

Later, Ewing and Cervero (2010) expanded into seven “D”s. They added 

destination accessibility, distance to transit, demand management, which includes 

parking demand and supply management, and demographics to the prior three Ds.  

However, most researchers considered demographic as control variable in the 

relationship of travel behavior and built environment factors. 

Table 2-1.  Built environment measurements 
Dimension Definition Examples of Measures 
Density and 
Intensity 

Amount of activity in a 
given area 

Person per acre or jobs per square mile 
Ratio of commercial floor space to land 
area 

Land use mix Proximity to different 
land uses 

Distance from house to nearest store 
Share of total land area in different uses 

  Dissimilarity index 
Street 
Connectivity 

Directness and 
availability of alternative 
routes through the 
network 

Intersection per unit (e.g. sq. mile of area) 
Ratio of straight-line distance of network 
distance 
Average block length 

Street scale Three-dimensional 
space along a street as 
bounded by buildings 

Ratio of building heights to street width 
Average distance from street to buildings 

Aesthetic 
Qualities 

Attractiveness and 
appeal of a place 

Percent of ground in shade at noon 
Number of locations with graffiti per square 
mile 

Regional 
Structure 

Distribution of activities 
and transportation 
facilities across the 
region 

Rate of decline in density with distance 
from downtown 
Classification based on concentrations of 
activity and transportation network 

Source: Handy et al. (2002, p.66) 
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Built Environment Dimensions 

This study follows the grouping of built environment dimensions based on Ewing 

and Cervero (2010). First, density is the most common built environment factor 

measured for the relationship with travel demand behavior.  Several studies believed 

that this dimension is the most important one among the others (Chen et al., 2008).  

Defined as “the intensity of land use for housing, employment, and other purpose” 

(Cervero, 2002), density is measured by dividing total population, employment, 

household, or other variable of interests, with the area.  The ratio between floor-space 

per parcel area is also a popular measure of density (Handy et al., 2002).  Past 

literature has used density in their model by measuring total population and employment 

divided by total square miles of the traffic analysis zone or TAZ (Cervero, 2002); 

average population and employment density at travelers’ home or work location, the 

average of maximum population density (person/sq. miles) (Chen et al., 2008); 

population per developed acre, and employment per developed acre (Cervero & 

Kockelman, 1997) 

The next dimension is diversity that is defined as the different land uses per unit 

of area.  Two common measurements are: entropy, or the uniformity of land-use, and 

diversity of land use (Ewing & Cervero, 2010).  Handy et al. (2002) suggested “land use 

mix” as a term to give similar insights of diversity that is defined as “the relative 

proximity of different land uses within a given area” (p.66).  As the measurements, they 

took a dissimilarity index—share of total land area for different uses and distance from 

each residential unit to shopping attractions.  Measurements of diversity have various 

degrees of complexity.  In his 1996 study, Cervero used the number of retail and 

commercial areas within 300 feet of the location of a traveler’s.  The mix land use turned 
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to have positive effect on non-motorized choice.  He concluded that land use 

environment and mix use have an effect on travel behavior.  Several formulas provide 

the process of calculating the diversity (Frank & Pivo, 1994; Gue et al., 2007; 

Kockelman, 1997; Cervero& Kockelman,1997); Rajamani,et al.,2003), either by 

calculating an entropy or the index of mixed use in dedicated areas.  

The third dimension is design that is general term for the various aspects that 

related to street network features. For example, the design includes measures of 

connectivity (e.g. the number of intersections per unit area, and the proportion of the 

four-way street); infrastructures for pedestrian and bicycle, such as sidewalk or bike 

path availability; and other design features, for instance the proportion of front-and side-

lot parking, pedestrian-friendly design, and reflecting wide setback (Cervero and 

Kockelman, 1997).  In comparison, Handy et al.(2002) defined these features as 

connectivity of the street network and scale of street.  Their other specification of design 

dimension—aesthetic qualities—may also be included in this design category.  

However, with the lack of data about aesthetics, such as building design quality, window 

orientation, perception of aesthetics, and decorative elements, this dimension has been 

difficult to use as measurement in empirical studies.  As Handy et al.(2002) mentioned, 

this dimension tended just to be more explanatory than a measure.  Almost similarly, 

Cervero (2002) took design measurement as the quality of walking environment and the 

physical configuration of street networks—the ratio of sidewalk miles to the centerline 

miles of roadway.  Pinjari et al.(2007) suggests the design as the network level of 

service measures for street block density, bicycle facility density, and transit availability. 
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The fourth and fifth dimensions are distance to transit and destination 

accessibility.  Although these two dimensions may be incorporated into the third D or 

design; sometimes, researchers differentiate them from design. For example, Neog 

(2009) measured trip distance with network distance from home to work in miles.  

Kockelman (1997, p.117) measured the accessibility using Equation 2-1. 

Accessibility𝑖 =  𝐴𝑗
𝑓�𝑡𝑖𝑗�

 (2- 1) 

Where, Aj is the attractiveness of zone j and tij is the travel time from zones i to j.   Chen 

et al.(2008) measures job accessibility of track A as the weighted sum of the number of 

jobs in every tract, weighted by the distance to tract A.  Moreover, Neog (2009) added 

the measurement of regional accessibility by transit using a gravity model.  The gravity-

type of accessibility Equation 2-2 was also presented by Rajamani et al. (2003, p.  161): 

𝐴𝑖𝑚 = ∑ �𝑓 �𝐶𝑖𝑗𝑚� 𝑥 𝑅𝑗�
𝐽
𝑗=1  (2- 2) 

Where 

f (Cijm)  = friction factors between zone I and j by mode m 

Rj  = retail employment in zone j 

J  = total number of zones  

i  = zone for which the accessibility index is being computed 

m = mode for which the accessibility index is being computed. 

Accessibility may decrease the work commute time; however, it increases the social-

activity and shopping travel (Zhang, 2005).   

The sixth and seventh “D” dimensions are demand management and 

demographic.  Demographic information is commonly used as control variables, 

especially in socio-economy variables that have relationship to travel behavior (Ewing & 

Cervero, 2001).  The review about demand management is included in Chapter 3. 
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Problems on Built Environment Studies 

Three difficulties in measuring and incorporating built environment factors into 

travel behavior are the varying dimensions of built environment, the behavioral bias 

introduced because of self-selection, and the unit of analysis chosen for the study.   

Built Environment Dimensions 

Many of built environment factors have the possibility to be interrelated among 

themselves and cause statistical problems (Cervero and Radisch, 1996). Cervero and 

Kockelman (1997) stated this as the collinearity problem.  As an example, residential 

density relates to other indicators: mixed uses, shorter block lengths, grid pattern of 

street, and continuous sidewalk network.  Additionally, Crane and Crepeau (1998) 

mentioned that the inability of prior literature is to show individual effect of 

neighborhood’s street design if come together with any other design feature. 

To overcome this correlation problem, Silva et al. (2006) performed loading 

factors to choose the variables with the greatest effects.  Similarly, Cervero and 

Kockelman (1997) adopted factor analysis to see the interaction among the built 

environment factors.  “Factor analysis proved to be a useful approach to combine 

collinear variables and to reveal contributions of different attributes of the built 

environment in explaining travel demand” (Cervero & Kockelman, 1997, p.218).  Shay 

and Khattak (2005) offered factor loading and cluster analysis to combine and select 

many of built environment factors.  The authors explain the analysis as follows: 

The factor analysis, which generates indices that combine overlapping 
simple measures and cluster analysis, which adds a spatial dimension to 
sort individual neighborhoods into groups of similar composition may be 
useful tools for better understanding how the environment influences auto 
ownership and travel behavior (p.  80) 
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Moreover, Neog (2009) used correlation matrix for their control variables and tested the 

combined effect from density.  The author tested the interaction between density and 

diversity and compared the model with the one without the combined variable. 

Additionally, different measurements between built environment factors and 

socio-economic attributes may contribute to the significances in the model.  Most of built 

environment factors is ordinal level, or even sometimes nominal, while socio-economic 

attributes have interval-ratio that have advantage in the calculation of model (Cervero & 

Kockelman, 1997). 

Self-selection Bias 

Recent literature has focused on the influence of  self-selection  in the 

relationship between travel behavior and built environment (Ewing & Cervero, 2010).  

Chatman (2009) defined self-selection as the behavior that  

households choose neighborhoods based on their expected travel 
patterns.  …This sorting process, if not statistically controlled, confounds 
the estimation of the effects of the neighborhood built environment upon 
household travel, because, if variation in the built environment leads to 
households spatially sorting themselves according to their travel 
preferences, then those preferences will be highly correlated with built 
environment characteristics (p.  1072) 

Self-selection of people who like to walk or use transit into high-density, mixed-use and 

transit-rich neighborhoods, might mean that researchers and policy makers over-

estimate the impact of built environment variables on travel behavior.  The author 

explained four approaches to overcome the self-selection problem: (1) land-value study, 

(2) joint choice model of residential and travel behavior, (3) before and after move 

study, and (4) the reported-attitudes surveys.    

Several studies have incorporated self-selection and attitudes into the model by 

specifying travelers into mover or non-movers and their preferences into modes (Handy 
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et al., 2006, Cao, Mokhtarian & Handy, 2009; Schwanen & Mokhtarian, 2005).  Self-

selection affects various travel behavior, such as: the frequency of walking (Handy et 

al., 2006), the frequency of non-work travel by modes (Cao et al., 2009) and the 

probability to choose the modes of personal vehicle, rail, bus, and non-motorized 

(Schwanen & Mokhtarian, 2005).  Those studies concluded that built environment 

factors still have influence on travel behavior even after controlling for self-selection. 

Unit of Analysis and Location 

Prior studies employed various units of analysis.  Studies using the prototypes of 

neighborhoods defined a neighborhood as the unit.  Studies using travel surveys use 

various units of analysis from the individual household to the neighborhood and the 

region.  Using smaller units of analysis can allow researchers to more fully specify their 

model.  However, one problem with smaller units of analysis is the data availability 

(Cervero & Kockelman, 1997).  Researchers find that more detailed the need for data, 

such as for neighborhood level analysis, the more difficult it is to get a large enough 

sample for any given neighborhood Most regional travel surveys focus on the 

neighborhood scale rather than the macro-scale.  Obtaining complete data on the built 

environment for track-level can be difficult; even if densities, housing and socio-

demographic features can be measured, they can be quite variable and based upon a 

small sample size (Cervero & Kockelman, 1997).   

Furthermore, researchers should be aware of these dissimilar units of analysis 

because these may generate varied results of empirical studies (Zhang, Hong, Nasri, & 

Shen, 2012; Zegras, 2010; and Boarnet & Crane, 2001).  As an example, neighborhood 

level variables show greater effects on non-motorized trips, while regional built 

environment affects auto commuters’ trip (Zhang et al., 2012).   
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Several studies agreed that different places may have different nature of land 

use and travel behavior relationship (Boarnet & Greenwald, 2000; Zegras, 2010; Neog, 

2009).  Neog (2009) found contradictive results of density and diversity relationship to 

mode choice than prior studies due to the nature of study location. 

Variable Selection on the Relationship of Time-of-Day and Built Environment  

Besides the time-of-day as dependent variable, built environment, socio-

economic and trip characteristics variables are included in the model.  Specifically, the 

measurements for each variable are based on the previous studies that are within 

similar topic.  Following sections are the considerations of each variable.  

Built Environment Factors 

Density in this research is represented by employment density at the trip end and 

population density at the home.  The unit of measurements is at block group.  Most of 

built environment research that utilized travel survey used census tract as their unit of 

measurement, such as Frank and Pivo (1994), or Traffic Analysis Zone, for example  

Hess (2001), Pinjari et al.(2007), Cervero (2002), and Kockelman (1997).  This research 

takes more detailed unit in measuring density.  Although the database is available on 

really detailed unit—block level. However, three level of geocoded were applied: to the 

nearest road, to the nearest border of blocks, and to the nearest parcel; those caused 

the difficulty to decide which blocks belong to one geocoded location. 

Within the scope of time-of-day, density’s effects remain unclear.  One said that 

the employment density on trip-end location has insignificant relationship to departure 

choice (He, 2013).  The others showed the significance of density on time-of-day choice 

in this case population density (Chikaraishi et al., 2009; Lee et al., 2009).  In turns, this 
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study considers the density of population at home location and employment at trip end 

location. 

Diversity in the trip end is measured by the count and area measures for 

retail/commercial parcels within the block groups.  Previous study shows the number of 

commercial parcels influenced the departure time choice (Lee et al., 2009).  This study 

refers the diversity measure as Rajamani et al. (2003) and Bhat and Gossen (2004) 

used.  The Formula 2-3 is as follow. 

𝐷𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 = 1 −  �
�𝑟𝑇− 14�+�

𝑐
𝑇− 14�+�

𝑖
𝑇− 14�+�

𝑜
𝑇− 14�

3
2

�  (2-3) 

Where  

r   = acres in residential use (single and multifamily housing) 

c  = acres in commercial use, 

i  = acres in industrial use, 

o  = acres in other land use, and 

T  = r + c + i + o 

Bhat and Gossen (2004) found that diversity is significant for type of recreational 

purpose.  However, specifically for time-of-day choice, diversity and land use mix have 

not been much incorporated on the prior literature.   

Design dimension in this study refers to street network features.  Available data 

of this study allow the calculation of the number of intersections per unit area.  Not 

many of prior studies on time-of-day choice consider the built environment, especially 

design dimension, study that considered design dimension was Chu (2009).  However, 

the author found that the corridor density between home and workplace failed to give 

significance to departure choice.   
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Socio-Economy Variables  

Controlling for socio-economy factors has been a common practice in examining 

travel behavior.  Most of the literature both in travel demand and built environment 

areas agrees that socio-economic variables contribute to travel behavior pattern (Neog, 

2009; Steed & Bhat; Sall & Bhat, 2007).  Two different data are examined to understand 

the nature of socio-economy characteristics from travelers—household and person 

data.  The characteristics that follow the household data are the number of household, 

the number of vehicle, the number of worker in the household, household income, the 

number of adult, the number of children, and household ethnicity.  Person-related data 

include age, gender, income, the presence of children, and the status of employment. 

The total number of household members might influence the time-of-day choice.  

For instance, households with more members tend to choose earlier time-of-day period 

than household with fewer members (Lemp et al., 2010).  On the contrary, Habib (2012) 

found that household size (larger number of member) affects the delay in work start 

time.   

The existence or the number of vehicle may have an effect on particular time-of-

day choice.  He (2013) includes the car availability as one of the factors influencing 

time-of-day.  The author uses the number of cars per licensed driver.  Furthermore, the 

study concludes that this factor was insignificant because lack of variety, since most of 

travelers had 1 vehicle per licensed driver (He, 2013).   

Age may determine different behavior on time-of-day choice.  Many studies on 

time-of-day choice have found age as significant variable.  For work trip, older people 

are expected to travel later than younger people have because older workers may have 

more experiences and have longer adaptation on work force (Abkowitz, 1981).  
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Meanwhile, Steed and Bhat (2000) found that age influences the travel time of older 

travelers who tend to choose the mid-day for  their recreational and shopping activities.   

Moreover, Bhat (1998) shows that age had a negative influence on evening shop 

travel, especially for travelers above 65 year-old.  This result was also found by Okola 

(2003), who found that old age tends to cause people to make trips in the afternoon 

peak rather than in the evening.  Silva et al.(2006) treated age as an exogenous 

variable and found that older people preferred the traditional urban areas.   

Differences in time-of-day choice exist between male and female.  Several 

studies prove the effects of gender on time-of-day choice.  For example, Abkowitz 

(1981) and Lemp et al.(2010) took gender as one influencing variable on time-of-day 

choice and concluded that women travel at a  later time period than men.  Similarly, 

Bhat (1998) considered that gender influenced the preference on time for time of travel.  

In the study, women traveled during the a.m./p.m. off-peak and p.m. peak rather than in 

the morning peak or evening period.  This has implications for  women’s responsibilities 

for shopping activities, which are a part ofthe study focus.  For work trips, Chu (2009) 

found that women tended to travel during the period surrounding 8 a.m. (7:30 to 7:29 

and 7:30 to 7:59).  Although not specifically concern about time-of-day, Silva et 

al.(2006) concluded that the gender had negative correlation to land use variables.   

Income has a relationship to time-of-day travel choice.  Travelers with high level 

income have the tendency to choose other time rather than morning time (a.m. peak) 

and midday period for shopping and recreation trips (Steed and Bhat, 2000).  Also, high 

income traveler tended to choose the later period of time for work-trip such as 8:00 to 

8:29 and to avoid the earlier times (Chu, 2009).  In the same study, middle income 
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travellers were less likely to travel at this time and more likely to travel earlier (7:30 to 

7:59).  Lemp et al.(2010) found that the high income workers are likely to choose a later 

time for travel.  Hypothetically, they have this choice is because they have more 

flexibility in their work schedule.   

The presence of children may affect the choice of when people travel ; although, 

the age of children creates  different effects.  Steed and Bhat (2000) showed that age of 

children influence the preference to choose certain time-of-day periods; for example, in 

households with children age 5 or under, travelers tend to choose to travel during the 

a.m. off-peak, and p.m. off-peak, while adults with children age 6 to 15, tend to choose 

a.m. peak to do shopping.  For work trip, the presence of children under 16 years 

resulted in an earlier departure time choice (Chu, 2009).  In the study, the effect is most 

pronounced in the period between 7:00 to 7:29. 

Similar argument was presented by He (2013). The study presented the 

presence of children as life-cycle component that turned significant in time-of-day 

choice.  Individuals with children tended to leave home during earlier periods than the 

peak.  Most likely, the children’s school schedule may have had an effect on the 

individuals with children. However, Okola (2003) found this variable insignificant, most 

likely because the focus of his study was on elderly people living with other  adults or 

grown-up children.  Also, when the effect was tested on join dimensions between time-

of-day and mode choice, the presence of children significantly affects the mode choice 

(Bhat, 1998).   

The status of employment affects the tendency to choose certain time-of-day 

periods.  Steed and Bhat (2000) found that travelers that are employed by others and 
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have long working hours are choosing evening period for shopping trips.  In contrast, 

self-employed travelers are more likely to do shopping and recreational activity during 

mid-day period.  Similarly, Bhat (1998) found that employed respondents preferred to 

shop in the evening period rather than a.m. off-peak and p.m. off-peak.  Those effects 

might be caused by the work schedules.  Likewise, Abkowitz (1981) proved that work 

schedule flexibility was one of factors on departure time choice.  Moreover, this study 

also concluded that occupation with categories such as professional/ technical or 

management/administration influenced the time-of-day choice.   

In the same way, Chu (2009) considers work duration, full-time employee, and 

the occupation categories as the factors on time-of-day choice for workers.  Those 

employment characteristics turned significant.  Sasic and Habib (2013) found that office 

and professional workers tended to choose early morning travel times because of 

regular office time.   

Trip Characteristics Variables 

Trip characteristics variables affected departure time choice for work trips (Chu, 

2009).  This study also found that travel time had negative relationship to the choice, 

which implies that the workers chose later periods of times when the travel time is less.  

Abkowitz (1981) used home and work locations of travelers as variables.  The location 

was characterized as whether it had good access to transit as transit users.  Steed and 

Bhat (2002) found trip travel time impacting recreational purpose.  Therefore, the 

authors predict that shopping travelers try to choose time-of-day that shortened the 

travel time. 

Distance is a significant variable in the connection to the variation in days of a 

week (Kumar & Levinson, 2008).  Ozbay and Yanmal-Tuzel (2008) considered distance 
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as one trip related variable that influences departure time choice. Longer distance 

influence travelers to choose earlier times of travel, especially for  work trips.  Distance 

is significant variable for departure time choice for trips with congestion charges (Saleh 

& Farrell, 2005).  

The choice of mode affects the time-of-day travel choice (Abkowitz,1981).  

Travelers who drive alone tend to choose earlier time period than those who use transit 

(Chu, 2009).  The author suggested that possible reason was because transit users try 

to avoid the off-peak transit schedule and the longer waiting and transfer time.   

Summary of Time-Of-Day Choice and Built Environment 

Many studies have been found focusing on time-of-day travel.  Those studies 

utilized various methods, survey approaches, cases, and the stratification of trip 

purposes.  However, the relationship of this travel behavior dimension with built 

environment variables has received less attention.  Only a few studies have attempted 

to investigate the connection between built environment variables and the time of travel.  

From those studies, work trip and non-work trip have different results of significance.  

Accordingly, this topic is worthy of further exploration.   

Built environment is a multidimensional issue.  Accordingly, it includes many 

dimensions and measurements.  For the same reason, dissimilar results of prior studies 

may be caused by the complexity of built environments.   Researchers need to 

determine the proper unit of analysis, account for self- selection to different 

environments, and understand the interrelation among the built environment factors as 

a part of conducting research. . Furthermore, as is described in the following chapter, 

they need to focus on parking as an element of the built environment, especially in 

downtowns. 
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CHAPTER 3  
PARKING IN DOWNTOWN AS BUILT ENVIRONMENT FACTOR 

Demand Management is the sixth “D” of built environment dimensions according 

Ewing and Cervero (2010). TDM performs as mobility management and provides 

numerous strategies that are grouped into four categories: improved transportation 

options, incentives to shift mode, land use management and policies and programs 

(Litman, 2006), in which shifting the time of travel is also a part of each of those 

strategies (Steiner, 1992).  Furthermore, parking management is part of land use 

strategies.  Thus, parking demand management becomes one factor of the built 

environment.  

 Parking supply and demand management refers to variety of parking 

management solutions that deal with both supply and demand, as what researchers in 

parking management, such as Shoup (2005) and Litman (2006) propose.  The goals of 

parking supply and demand management are to maintain and maximize current parking 

resources through programs and policies (Litman, 2006).  Various strategies are 

identified, such as: pricing, benefit districts, fines, parking reduction and exemptions, 

incentives for alternative modes, the regulations for parking providers, the improvement 

of parking design and technology, public education, and institution coordination (Litman, 

2006).  This study focuses on three strategies: pricing based on time, parking restriction 

and parking availability.  Due to intensive problems of parking in downtown, parking 

demand management for downtowns should be considered, especially for the ones that 

are auto-centric and supply-oriented.  
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Parking Demand Management in Downtowns 

The auto-oriented city era as what has been mentioned earlier has changed the 

activities in downtown from centralized into decentralized locations to suburban areas. 

Jakle and Sculle (2004) in their book Lots of Parking: Land Use in A Car Culture 

explained the changes in downtowns’ development and in downtowns’ parking 

orientation. The decentralized activities happened because shoppers and workers 

continue to depend on automobile.  Downtowns need to provide parking spots to 

resolve the demand. However, many parking spots in downtown have caused 

downtowns had a decrease share of regional retail floor space.  Characteristics of retail 

decline in downtowns are the high number of empty retail lots and the neglected 

downtown area in the night (Edwards, 1996). In turns, the decline of retail may stimulate 

specific downtown parking characteristics, such as long-term parking and decreased 

peak hour parking around noon time (Edwards, 1996). The author compared thirty-two 

small downtowns’ historical data of floor space, employments, and residential unit to 

understand the changes in traffic and parking characteristics. The study suggests traffic-

calming strategies by lowered the speed limits, managing the signal timing, relocating 

truck movement, and improving on-street parking provision. These strategies are 

intended to support the downtown development goals.  

Downtown Redevelopment and Parking Demand Management 

Downtown decline has been become the setting of many studies for downtown 

redevelopment (Jakle & Sculle, 2004; Balsas, 2004; and Robertson, 1995, 1997). The 

ideal downtown is characterized by 

Having retail businesses that are open to pedestrian and vehicular traffic; 
easy access; low amount of congestion during shopping hours; a leisurely 
pace that encourages window shopping; pedestrian amenities such as 
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wide sidewalks, attractive paving, and street furniture; convenient parking; 
and a clean, well-lit, and safe environment (Edward, 1996, p.109). 

This ideal form of downtown has underlined the proposal of downtown redevelopment. 

For example, Robertson (1995; 1997) proposed that the strategies for downtown 

redevelopment include: promoting pedestrian-oriented development, indoor shopping 

centers, historic preservation, waterfront development, office development, and special 

activity generators. Along with the light of downtown redevelopment, the efforts to 

integrate land use and transportation have been introduced by several concepts, such 

as smart growth and transit oriented development.  

Parking demand and supply management has role in determining the success of 

those downtown redevelopment strategies. The decline of downtown that characterized 

by many self-sufficient high rise buildings with attached parking garages within the 

building and surrounded with open-lot parking in the transition zones around downtown, 

has promoted downtown fragmentation (Jakle & Sculle, 2004) and has reduced 

downtown street livability significantly such as losing its pedestrian traffic. As a 

consequence, having downtown redevelopments along with the strategies requires 

parking-related policy or management in the design. Willson (2005) performed a study 

focusing on transit-oriented development (TOD) and parking policy and suggested that 

in order to make a TOD neighborhood functional, it should consider parking supply and 

parking policy other than solely the proximity to transit.  

Since many strategies are under the umbrella of parking demand and supply 

management, the following section highlights those that have connection to peak hour 

management. 
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Peak Hour Parking Strategies 

The parking providers and pertinent governments may find challenges in 

examining how to provide parking spaces. One of the challenges is emphasizing the 

peak hours. When people travel in similar range of hours, it will bring two sides of 

parking provisions. In the one side, when demand of parking space is predicted from 

non-peak hours, the shortage of parking space occurs in the peak hours. As 

consequences, this shortage causes inefficient searching time, cruising for parking, 

illegal parking and congestion. On the other side, when demand was predicted based 

on the peak hours, ample parking spaces happen. This causes underutilized parking 

spaces at non-peak hours, and dispersed development, or sprawl (Shoup 2005; Litman 

2006). 

Thus, variable parking pricing and parking space restriction based on time are 

parking strategies focusing in the peak hours. First, one determinant of parking demand 

is cost, which facilitates parking pricing as an effective way to manage parking demand. 

Variable parking based on time charges the parkers based on the popularity of hours 

from existing demand. Second, besides charging fix prices for all day, off-street parking 

providers and on-street parking meters adjust higher price or apply the restriction of 

those parking spaces in the peak hour times, such as morning from 7 am to 9 a.m. and 

afternoon from 3 pm to 6 pm. To provide the information of peak hour popularity, time-

of-day parking study is required. The following section reviews prior time-of-day study 

focusing in parking.  

Past Studies on Time-of-Day and Parking Focus 

Studies that highlighted the time-of-day dimension on parking focus are Lam et 

al. (2006), Hess (2001), Shiftan and Burd-Eden (2001) and Hensher and King (2001). 
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Lam et al. (2006) emphasized the important of time-dependent analysis on parking and 

travel choice model. The authors suggested that departure time choices have the 

relationship with parking activities, e.g. the choice of parking location, searching time 

delay for parking, and parking charges. The study proposed a network equilibrium 

model that considered the departure time, route, parking location, and parking duration. 

Second, Hess (2001) did not examine directly on time-of-day dimension; instead, he 

used multinomial logit to seek the significant variables for commuter mode choice at 

Portland, Oregon. The author distinguishes the commuters based on the morning peak 

hours. This study suggested insignificant land use variables and concludes that parking 

cost and the travel time are two determinants of mode choice.  

Third, Shiftan and Burd-Eden (2001) test two proposed parking policies: the 

increase of parking cost and the decrease of parking availability. This study suggests 

that in Haifa, Israel, workers tend to switch their mode of transportation and to modify 

their time-of-day in responding parking policies. Also, they found that non-workers may 

consider not only those two responses but also all other possible responses such as to 

continue as car users, to shift to taxi, to walk, to cancel the trip, or to change 

destination. However, this study found that non-workers tend to change their 

destination.  

Lastly, Hensher and King (2001) compared two parking policies—parking pricing 

and supply by time-of-day—and showed that shifting departure time is one of the 

responses to the policies. Actually, the study uses a stated preferences study to 

understand the travelers’ parking location choices in Sydney CBD during 1998. As the 

result, the authors conclude that only 3 percent of respondents chose parking location 
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regarding the supply by time-of-day, while the other 97 percent of travelers chose the 

location based on parking price.  

Variables Selection  

Three parking variables on downtown level are the number of available parking 

lots, the average parking prices, and the percentage of time-restriction parking.  First, 

the number of available parking lots has been considered as one variable that connects 

built environment and travel behavior.  Cervero and Kockelman (1997) incorporated 

parking variables in mode choice model.  In this article, they calculate the proportion of 

commercial-retail and service parcel with off-street parking; off-street parking between 

the store and curb; on-street; drive-ins or drive-through.  The variable of parking 

availability for retail may give the probability of 56% shoppers choosing to drive alone.  

Another study also used this variable in their time-of-day model in the previous section 

(Shiftan & Burd-Eden, 2001).  When they included the decrease of parking availability in 

the model, workers tend to choose their behaviors by changing the mode or their time-

of-day choice.  

Second, the average parking prices can be considered as a variable in the model 

as other studies suggested on previous research of travel behavior and built 

environment. Paid parking may urge people to walk if they shop or do non-work 

activities (Cervero & Kockelman,1997).  Some others studies about time-of-day have 

incorporated parking pricing as one variable in the model (Hensher & King, 2001; 

Shiftan & Burd-Eden, 2001; Lam et al.,2006).  All of those studies agree that parking 

pricing has the connection to people’s travel behavior—either choosing the parking 

location, changing their mode of transportation, or changing their departure time.  
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Third, time-restriction parking means the supply varies by time-of-day. Some of 

parking lot can be used only for short duration, around 2 to 3 hours; while, some others 

can be used for long durations. This variable is considered as one of parking variables 

in the model because people choose their location based on supply by time-of-day 

(Hensher & King, 2001).  

Actually, other parking variables may be included in the model, such as duration 

of parking. However, because the secondary data does not cover the duration 

information, this study cannot incorporate this variable 

Summary of Parking Management in Downtown 

Automobile dependence has influenced the decline of downtown that is 

characterized by the rate of retail vacant lots and abandoned downtown in the night. 

Parking conditions are also typified downtown declination—intensive parking garage 

within self-sufficient high rise buildings and open-space parking lots surrounding 

downtowns. Furthermore, this downtown decline has encouraged the downtown 

revitalization efforts, e.g. by promoting pedestrian-oriented development and other 

related strategies to promote downtown livability. Thus, parking should be also 

integrated in those strategies.  

Parking demand and supply management has been introduced to have efficient 

means of parking in downtown; variable parking pricing based on peak hour popularity 

and parking restriction on some time periods are two such strategies. As a 

consequence, time-of-day choice study has an important role in understanding the peak 

hour popularity. However, only few studies have focused on time-of-day and parking.  

Therefore, it is plausible to do further investigation in this area of interest 
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CHAPTER 4 
METHODOLOGY AND DATA  

Research Design 

Taking the type of data into account, this study utilizes the cross-sectional 

research design.  The cross sectional study design takes place when the data have one 

reference period of the study and one population (Kumar, 2011).  This study design is 

also simple and cheap in analysis procedure; however, it is not able to measure the 

differential changes (Kumar, 2011).  Despite the weakness, the cross sectional study 

design is best suited for study aiming to understand overall picture of the study area 

(Kumar, 2011), in this study, overall pictures of time-of-day choice in the Southeast 

Florida region and the relationship with parking in two downtowns. 

Regional Level 

Regional Hypothesis 

There is a relationship between travel behavior (time-of-day) and the built 

environment in the Southeast Florida. This study seeks a position within different 

existing arguments about the relationship of travel behavior and built environment.  

More specifically, from the literature review, less attention has been given to the effect 

of built environment on time-of-day choice.  Therefore, identifying the correlation of built 

environment variables and various travel behavior dimensions becomes important in 

order to capture the overall understanding of the relationship between those two 

variables. 

Furthermore, the finding of this hypothesis may reveal what the built environment 

factors that influence the travel behavior are.  By employing the logistic probit 

regression, the analysis shows the correlation and the significance of each built 
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environment factor.  Specific method used to analyze the relationship is the ordered 

response model.   

The combinations of built environment factors have greater effect than 

individual factor of built environment on the connection to time-of-day choice. 

This study attempts to understand the overall effect of combined built environment 

factors and compare to that of individual factors.  As previous study mentioned (Krizek, 

2003; and Cervero, 2003) built environment factors come with interaction among them, 

the following analysis compares the model with combined factors using ordinal 

measures on GIS calculation and individual-based factors that have been tested on 

hypothesis 1.  The ordered probit model is still used to test the overall relationship.  

Prior to put on overall regression, combined built environment factors are calculated 

using Land-Use Conflict Identification Strategy (LUCIS) (Carr & Zwick, 2007).  This 

method enables to capture more than two built environment factors.   

Study Area 

This study chooses those counties for several reasons.  First, the state of Florida 

has specific data about individual parcels.  To specify the area, this study focuses on 

three of counties within the state of Florida.  Second, these study areas have given less 

attention in regard to the relationship of built environment and travel behavior; only three 

studies at the South Florida are found with different focus on travel behavior (Noeg, 

2009, Steiner et al., 2010, and Ewing & Messenger, 1996).  None of them focuses on 

time-of-day behavior in the relationship with built environment variables. Meanwhile, 

there have been many studies on the relationship in California (Abkowitz, 1981; Bhat, 

1998; He, 2013; Lemp et al., 2010; Sall & Bhat, 2007; Kitamura et al., 1998.  Third, two 

downtowns that have parking lots information are within these counties.  This study 
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considers Palm Beach County because it is still located in the influenced area of 

travelers who visit those downtowns.  Figure 4-1 shows the study area and the home 

locations of travelers in the NHTS Florida add-on data. 

 

Figure 4-1.  Study area (regional) 

According to US Census Bureau (2013), total population of the South Florida for 

2010 is 5,564,635 people. The population of each county is as follows: 2,496,435 

people in Miami-Dade County, 1,748,066 people in Broward County, and 1,320,134 

people in Palm Beach County. 

Data Sources 

The main data for time-of-day information is gathered from the 2009 NHTS.  

Specifically, Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT) paid for add-on data that 

collected a larger sample of Florida households to allow metropolitan planning 

organizations (MPOs) and other agencies to develop transportation models and other 
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planning activities.  Each traveler socio-economy characteristics and trip-related 

information is attached to a unique ID and its location.  Furthermore, each location of 

travelers is linked to the built environment properties that are derived from other 

sources. 

Various sources are identified to have proper data on the built environment 

factors.  First, this study uses parcel data from the Florida Geographic Data Library 

(FGDL) website.  This parcel data completes the information about the variety of land 

use for each parcel to be calculated in the next step.  Second, block groups level data, 

which is also obtained from the same website, are used to get the population density, 

employment density, and diversity of land use.  Not all block groups are used, but only 

the ones that intersect the geocoded location of respondents.  Third, this study also 

utilizes the Longitudinal Employer Household Dynamics (LEHD) 2009 data.  

Specifically, the employment data per block group in three counties are used to capture 

the employment density.  Specific file that is used in this study is all jobs in the year 

2009.  The last source is 2010 Florida Traffic Information and Highway Data from 

Florida Department of Transportation and NAVTEQ network map.  These sources give 

information on the details of roadway network for the calculation of the number of 

intersections and cul-de-sacs using short distance toolbox in GIS. 

Unit of Analysis 

Mainly, the person-trip is used as the unit of analysis.  This data covers the 

information of gender, age, and worker status.  NHTS 2009 data consist of person-trip, 

household, trip, vehicle and location data.  Figure 4-2 illustrates the relationship among 

those data.  This study does not use any of vehicle data.  Moreover, this study takes 

specific variables within those groups of data as follows.  First, within the household 
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data, this study uses income, the number of vehicle, and the number of children.  

Second, the trip data shows the information of a unique ID for each trip that contains the 

information about trip purpose, location, and mode used.  Lastly, the location data, 

which gives information about the geocodes of longitude and latitude of home and trip 

end for each person-trip.   

 

Figure 4-2.  The relationship between four NHTS files (FDOT, 2010, p.9) 

For the built environment variables, this study chooses block groups as unit of 

analysis.  The first reason for this choice is that it is the smallest geographical area 

available for calculation—block—may be too small and confusing since the geocoding 

process was referred to different places such as nearby intersections, or streets, or 

parcels between blocks boundaries.  The second reason is that bigger geographical 

area such as TAZ or Census Track may not contain some detailed information 

The Data Processing 

This study sorts the database into three counties based on trip purposes.  Then, 

the sorted database is merged with built environment variables.  First, for travel data, 

this study uses Microsoft Excel to focus on three counties before the data are imported 

to SPSS.  From location data, three county of trip destination (Federal Information 
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Processing Standard (FIPS) code are selected: 011 for Broward County, 086 for Miami-

Dade County, and 099 for Palm Beach County.  This process extracts 3,980 

households, 8,040 persons, and 29,274 trips for Southeast Florida from total of 15,884 

households; 32,065 persons; and 114,910 trips for the state of Florida.   

Furthermore, the variables are sorted into the requirements based on literature 

using SPSS software.  This study selects two trip purposes—work trip and shopping trip 

– for which the data contains 2,574 and 7,029 trips, respectively.  Furthermore, the data 

cleaning processes include missing value, refused answer, appropriate skip (-1 value), 

and not ascertained (-9) value.  Because this study considers that workdays have more 

problems related to the peak hours, weekend trips are excluded.  Then, these 

exclusions reduce the total number of shopping trips to 3,468 and the number of work 

trips to 2,069. 

Moreover, for the purpose of incorporating the built environment factors, this 

study only uses data with valid locations.  First, this study utilizes GIS to place the x and 

y coordinates for home, trip end, and working place locations.  Features that are used to 

link those locations with FGDL data are spatial join, join table, and relate tables.  Then, 

the locations for trip end are linked into employment data from LEHD data.  Meanwhile, 

home locations are linked into population density from FGDL block group 2010.  Third, 

the diversity variable is calculated using formula 3-8.  To produce total area per different 

land use categories, this study re-arranges the land use categories of parcels into four 

types: residential, retail and commercial parcels, offices, and others.  Using spatial join 

and summary statistic tools in GIS, total areas of each category are calculated and 

ready for further calculation of diversity.   
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Network data are used for calculating the distance for each traveler and for 

finding the number of intersection and cul-de-sacs.  Data processing for these variables 

includes the network analyst tool in GIS.  The process gives the distance for each pair 

of home location and end trip location.  Furthermore, total intersections and cul-de-sacs 

are united by block groups using summary statistics.  The last process for built 

environment variable is to combine the variables using basic calculation of LUCIS 

procedure.  Instead of using the raster, this study uses simple field calculation with this 

formula: 

𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑑 𝑉𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 = (100 ∗ 𝐶𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝐸𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑦𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦) + (10 ∗
𝐶𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝐷𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦) + (1 ∗ 𝐶𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦) (4-1) 

Data Set  

The time-of-day choice model is specified as the function of built environment 

variables, socio-economic variables, and level of service variables.  Final specification 

of variables includes one dependent variable—categorical choice of end time. 

Independent variables are (complete specification can be seen on the table A-1): 

• Built environment variables include population density at home location, 
employment density at destination, diversity of land use, the number of 
intersections, and the number of cul-de-sacs. 

• Socio-economic variables consist of gender, age, income, the presence of child, 
working status, household vehicles, household size, employment status, and 
number of workers in the household. 

• Trip characteristics variables contain mode of transportation, trip purpose, 
calculated trip distance in miles, and reported travel times. 
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Downtown Level 

Downtown Hypothesis 

Trip purpose determines different travel behavior, especially related to 

time-of-day choice. Previous studies have found that generally work trip and non-work 

trip have different choices on travel behavior, and specifically on time-of-day choice.  

Thus, this study performs the analysis that based on those purposes; however, despite 

the classification of trips into non-work trip, this study chooses shopping trips.   

Shopping trips are chosen because: (1) the occurrences of shopping trips are more 

frequent than other non-work trips, and (2) like work activities, shopping activities are a 

basic need,, so the comparison between those two may be reasonable.  The method to 

understand these trip purposes is by incorporating this variable within the model.  Also, 

trip purpose is included within the model for the two CBDs of Fort Lauderdale and 

Miami.   

The average parking rate determines time-of-day choice at two CBDs’ 

destinations—Miami and Fort Lauderdale. This study tests the relationship between 

the average parking rate in downtown and time-of-day specifically at downtown 

destinations.  The relationship includes the different trip purposes as one variable.  

Additionally, two others parking variables—parking availability and the percentage of 

parking space with time-restriction—are examined in the model.  Thus, the result of this 

test may reveal the parking demand management strategies that are appropriate for 

each trip purposes in downtown area, especially the ones with time-sensitive needs, 

such as variable parking pricing and time restriction policies.  However, because of the 

limited data for downtown areas (less than 200 respondents), this study also explores 

the relationship with descriptive statistics.   
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CBD Study Area 

This study selects two downtowns—Fort Lauderdale and Miami.  The main 

consideration in choosing these downtowns is because they have information of parking 

rate and availability. The CBD of these downtowns were included in a previous study on 

parking supply and demand management in which the author participated.  Fort 

Lauderdale CBD is about 0.57 square miles, with the boundaries: NE 6th Street on the 

north, New River on the southwest, SE 7th Street on the southeast, NE/SE 5th Terrace 

on the east, NW 2nd Avenue on the west, and the boundary of SW 7th Avenue and SW 

2nd Avenue from north to south (Steiner et al., 2012).  The Miami CBD area 

encompasses 1.7 square miles.  In this study, the boundaries are: NE 9th Street on the 

North, Miami River on the South, Biscayne Boulevard and Bay-front Park on the east, 

and SE 1st Avenue on the West (Steiner et al., 2012).  The Figure 4-3 displays the area 

for study cases. 

In addition, this study also checks the parcels of parking spaces using Google 

maps.  Figure 4-3 shows parking inventories for both downtowns. 
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Figure 4-3.  A) The study cases boundaries B) Parking inventories at Fort Lauderdale 
CBD, and C) Parking inventories at Miami CBD 

Data and Unit of Analysis for CBD Level 

The main data for the CBDs is similar to the regional level.  For downtown Miami 

and Fort Lauderdale the transportation supply data was gathered through a field survey.  

Since the parking inventory is based on parcel-level data, the unit of analysis for 

downtown refers to the built environment factors, i.e. block groups. 

 The unit of analysis for downtown data is the same as for the regional level, the 

person data. However, parking information is gained from parcel-level calculation.  In 

the analysis, parking data is grouped into block groups.   
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To get downtown information, this study delineates the respondents of NHTS that 

have trip-end location in two downtowns.  Because of the limited numbers of 

respondents, this study does not conduct similar data processing as the regional level.   

In the regional level this study uses only respondents with shopping trips and work trips.   

In downtown analysis, this study uses the all of the trips of respondents.  After the 

cleaning processes, which include missing value, refused answer, appropriate skip (-1 

value), and not ascertained (-9) value, 120 trips are included in the Miami CBD and 83 

trips in the Fort Lauderdale CBD. 

For CBD level, the time-of-day choice model is specified as a function of parking 

as a built environment variable and socio-economic variables.  This study does not 

consider other built environment factors since the condition of these factors within the 

CBD are relatively similar.  The final specification of the variables includes one 

dependent variable—categorical choice of end time. The independent variables are: 

• Parking as built environment variables include the average number of parking 
lots, the average of price, and the percentage of parking restriction. 

• Socio-economic variables and trip characteristics variables similar to regional 
level 

The Model Framework 

In general, the relationship between hypotheses and model used in this study 

can be seen in the Figure 4-4. This study examines the relationship of built environment 

and time-of-day using Ordered Choice Model.  Subsequently, this study also tests the 

combined built environment rather than individual effects as previous step using the 

LUCIS model.  The results of these models are then compared.  Trip purposes are also 

included in the time-of-day choice model and are segmented based on the type of trip -

work trip and shopping trip.  In addition to those analyses, this study explores the center 
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of regional destinations for each trip purposes and descriptive statistics for the 

relationship of time-of-day and average parking price.  The following sections describe 

the Ordered Choice Model, and LUCIS procedures. 

 

Figure 4-4.  The study framework 

Ordered Choice Model 

This study utilizes an ordered response model or propensity-based model to 

understand which attributes of socio-economic, trip characteristics, and built 

environment variables have an effect on travel time departure choice.  Several 

considerations are underlined in the chosen model.  First, the focus on this study is 

ordinal value in nature; the departure time choice is shown by the consecutives values, 

especially when the times are divided into discrete choices.  The ordered response 

model or propensity based is properly suitable for ordinal choice.  Second, the 

consideration is also based on the weakness of MNL model that accounts to the IIA 

property.  This might be a problem to choices that have ordinal value in nature.  As a 
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consequence, the Ordered Response Model is considered more appropriate than the 

MNL.  Lastly, based on popularity, the propensity model is favorable. 

The theory of Ordered Response Model follows McKelvey and Zavoina (1975) 

work.  Given that the departure time choices for person q are:  

𝐶𝑞 =  {0, 1, 2, 3, … ,𝑘 − 1} ,𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑘 𝑖𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑠 𝑠𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑦 𝑖𝑠 6 (4-2) 

Furthermore, the total of propensity function is  

𝑈𝑞 =  𝑉𝑞 +  𝜀𝑞 (4-3) 

Where the Vq is the systematic or observed propensity and ℇq is random or unobserved, 

which is assumed as the normal distribution.   

Since when the alternative is chosen: 

𝐶𝑞 = 𝑘  𝑖𝑓 Ψ𝑘−1 ≤ 𝑈𝑞 ≤  Ψ𝑘 (4-4) 

𝑃𝑞(𝑘) =  Φ �Ψ𝑘 −  𝑉𝑞� −  Φ �Ψ𝑘−1 −  𝑉𝑞� (4-5) 

where Ф = normal CDF (Cumulative Distribution Function) 

Then, if the assumption is ℇq is standard logistic.   The probability of person q to choose 

the alternatives is on the following options: 

𝑃𝑞(𝑘) = ∧  �Ψ𝑘 −  𝑉𝑞� − ∧  �Ψ𝑘−1 −  𝑉𝑞� (4-6) 

∧(𝑥)=  1
1 +  𝑒−𝑥�  (4-7) 

For the operationalization of this ordered response methodology, this study uses 

SPSS software that will provide the threshold and the ‘t’ significance for each variable.  

Because this study utilizes 6 choices, the SPSS give the number of thresholds: (1) the 

number of “ᴪ” = k – 1, with k is 6 means 5 thresholds are given (first threshold is 0, then 

the thresholds with values are 4); (2) “β” is defined depending on the number of 

variables.  For j is the number of variables, “β” = j + 1.  
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LUCIS and Suitability Model 

This study employs a part of suitability analysis, specifically in “combine 

calculation” using these steps.  First, combine calculation is useful to response the one 

of weaknesses in incorporating the built environment factors into the model, i.e. the built 

environment factors come together, or be highly correlated, in the field.  Furthermore, 

the pre-processing in GIS for the built environment factors is done before the choice 

model analysis.  Built environment factors are ordinal or nominal in the statistical 

measurements, such as 0 and 1 for entropy or low-medium-high for density. 

Second, this study is calculating the unique values that represent all 

nominal/ordinal measurements.  The method is defined as conflict mapping that is an 

adaptation from Land-Use Conflict Identification Strategy (LUCIS).  According to Carr 

and Zwick (2007), LUCIS has three conflict categories, i.e. urban, conservation, and 

agriculture, where each of the categories has high-medium-low preferences.  When 

those preferences and categories are combined, there are 27 combinations (33).  If 

these combinations are displayed on the raster cells, the conflict space diagram will look 

as the Figure 4-5.  In this study, the three conflicts, or convergence, categories are 

defined as density, diversity and design, or street connectivity. 

This study attempts to measure the built environment factors as a combination.  

The conflict mapping helps simplifying the model and reduces the parameters of built 

environment.  By introducing this conflict approach, following advantages are defined.  

First, it may represent the need of combining the built environment variables.  According 

to Cervero (2003, p.120), “dimensions of built environments tend to operate in tandem 

and synergistically”.  As consequences, collinearity problem appears in the statistical 

analysis.  Modifying variables into one combination may help to reduce the collinierity 
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problem without losing the information.  Second, it may simplify the model.  Having all 

built environment factors in a model is complex.  Since the model has to incorporate 

other factors besides built environment, such as socioeconomic factors, and trip 

characteristic factors, testing all built environment variables in one model seems 

exhaustive and requires long process.  Besides the weakness explained in previous 

point, those factors should come in unity.  Long specification of built environment factors 

in a model is not preferable.  Lastly, it gives a proposed input for built environment 

research to specify the combination in the relationship of built environment and travel 

behavior model.  By testing the different approaches in calculating combination of built 

environment, this study may enrich the dimension of built environment and travel 

research. 

 

Figure 4-5.  The conflict space diagram of 27 combinations: three categories and three 
ordinal measures (Carr & Zwick, 2007, p.147) 
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CHAPTER 5 
ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 

Regional Level 

This section describes the dependent variable and independent variables of 

socio-economy, trip characteristics, and built environment.  The cross tabulation of the 

relationship between each group of variables is also provided. 

Descriptive Statistics 

Dependent variable 

The dependent variable in this study is discrete choice of time-of-day period that 

indicates the time of arrival at destination for each traveler.  Available NHTS data on 

end-time military variable is converted into a discrete variable that represents the travel-

time periods of choice.  This study uses six periods: a.m. peak (6:00 to 8:59), a.m. mid-

day (9:00 – 11:59), p.m. mid-day (12:00 – 14:59), p.m. peak (15:00 – 17:59), p.m. early-

evening (18:00 – 20:59), and other (21:00 – 5:59).  Table 5-1 provides the number of 

travelers at a given time period and its corresponding percentages.  The travelers are 

classified based on two trip purposes—working and shopping.   

Table 5-1.  Descriptive statistics for arrival time at destinations for work and shopping 
trips 

Time Period 
Work trips Shopping Trips 

Frequency Percentage Frequency Percentage 

Other (21:00 – 5:59)  58 2.8 62 1.8 
a.m. peak (6:00 to 8:59) 955 46.2 193 5.6 
a.m. mid-day (9:00 – 11:59) 443 21.4 1055 30.4 
p.m. mid-day (12:00 – 14:59) 405 19.6 1013 29.2 
p.m. peak(15:00 – 17:59) 173 8.4 804 23.2 
p.m. early-evening (18:00 – 20:59) 35 1.7 341 9.8 
Total 2069 100 3468 100 
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The two trip purposes in this study clearly have different trip-end arrival time, as 

can be seen on the Figure 5-1. 

 
Figure 5-1.  Time-of-day variation for work trips and shopping trips 

As shown in Figure 5-1, most work travelers arrive at work during the a.m. peak.  

The second highest period for travelers to arrive at work is a.m. mid-day, with 

approximately 21.4% of arrival travel, and the third highest, is the p.m. mid-day, with 

approximately 19.6% of travelers arriving during that period. In contrast, travelers with 

shopping as a trip purpose arrive at their destination beginning during the mid-day 

period, with almost equal percentages in the a.m. and p.m. mid-day with 30.4% and 

29.2%, respectively.  The next highest period of arrival for shopping is in the p.m. peak, 

with 23.2%.  The arrival time at work is at its lowest during the p.m. early evening, while 

the least chosen period for arriving for both trip purposes is other (21:00 to 5:59). 

The independent variables in this study are classified into three subgroups.  First, 

the socio-economy variables include gender, working status, number of drivers in the 

household, household income, number of household members, number of vehicles in 

the household, number of adults, presence of child, and age of respondent.  Second, 
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the trip characteristics variables cover trip purpose, mode of transportation, the distance 

of travel and calculated travel time.  Third, the built environment variables are density, 

diversity, and design.    

Descriptive of socio-economic and demographic variables 

This study differentiates socio-economy variables based on the level of 

measurements.  First, nominal measures are used for gender (male, female), income, 

working status (yes, no) and presence of child (yes, no).  Second, scale measures are 

used for the number of drivers, number of household members, number of vehicles, 

number of adults, and age of respondent.   

This study predicts that gender may have an effect on time-of-day choice.  Figure 

5-2 displays the difference between male and female in time-of-day arrival at their 

destination for work and shopping trips.  In work trips, both male and female 

respondents dominate in arrival during the a.m. peak time.  Females are more likely 

than males to arrive at work during the a.m. peak time.  For shopping trips, male and 

respondents arrive in almost equal proportions during the a.m. mid-day, p.m. mid-day, 

and p.m. peak periods.   

 

Figure 5-2.  Gender of respondent and time-of-day of arrival for: A) Work trips.  B) 
Shopping trips. C) Both work and shopping trips 
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This study categorizes income into three levels: low, medium, and high.  The low 

category is used when the income is below $30,000.  The medium category is used 

when the income is on the range between $30,000 and $55,000.  High category is used 

when the income is above $55,000.  There is slight difference between respondents 

with low, medium, and high income in choosing to arrive during the a.m. peak for work 

trips, with middle income worker most likely to arrive during this time. This is not 

suprising because 46% of arrivals occur during the morning peak.  For shopping trips, a 

high percentage of low income respondents choose a.m. mid-day.  The late morning 

(a.m. mid-day) and early afternoon (p.m. mid-day) are chosen by most of the medium 

income respondents.  The percentages of high income respondents choosing a.m. mid-

day, p.m. mid-day, and p.m. peak are almost equal.  Figure 5-3 displays the percentage 

of time-of-day choice in three income levels. 

 

Figure 5-3.  Income and time-of-day arrival:  A) Work trips.  B) Shopping trips. C) Both 
work and shopping trips 
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Hypothetically, the worker status affects the time-of-day choice.  The a.m. peak is 

a dominant choice when respondents arrive for work trips regardless of their worker 

status.  Most of respondents who are not in worker status choose a.m. mid-day for 

shopping trips.  A high percentage of respondents in worker status choose the p.m. 

peak for shopping trips, while the percentages of a.m. mid-day and p.m. mid-day are 

almost similar.  About 37 respondents whose status is a non-worker but have work trips 

rather than shop trips.  These quantities might be because they have a temporary status 

of workers, but they have work-trips.  Figure 5-4 provides distribution of the arrival time 

based on worker status.   

This study obtains the information regarding the presence of child from a life-

cycle classification.  Out of ten categories in the life cycle data, four categories indicate 

no children in the household.  After re-categorizing the data, this study considers four 

categories of the presence of child: (1) no child, (2) child aged 0-5, (3) child aged 6-15, 

and (4) child aged 15-21.  Most travelers choose a.m. peak for arriving a work, 

regardless of they have children or not.  Travelers with no children mostly choose to 

arrive at their destination during the a.m. mid-day for shopping trips.  The p.m. peak 

period has the highest percentage of travelers arriving at their destination with 0 to 5 

year-old children and travelers with 16 to 21 year-old children.  Meanwhile, the 

percentages of travelers with children of 6 to 15 years old choosing to arrive at their 

destination for shopping during the a.m. mid-day, p.m. mid-day, and p.m. peak are 

almost similar.  In both work trip and shopping trip, total percentages of travelers with 0 

to 5 and 6 to 15 year-old children choosing to arrive at their destination during the a.m. 
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peak are higher than other periods of time. Figure 5-5 displays the presence of child 

information. 

Table 5-2 and 5-3 display the socio-economy variables with scale measures for 

work trips and shopping trips respectively.  Although all of these variables have similar 

ranges except the age of respondent, the mean of variables are different. The range of 

age for work trips is between16 and 91, while the range of age for shopping trips is 

between 16 and 97. The mean differences include the number of driver, people, vehicle, 

adults, and worker in the household. For example, mean value for the number of driver 

in a household is 2.19 for work trip; while, the mean value of that for shopping trip is 

1.91.  Another example is observed on the number of workers in the household.  The 

mean value, at 1.70, of the number of working family members for work trips is higher 

than that for shopping trips, which is only 0.83. 

 

Figure 5-4. Worker status and time-of-day arrival for: A) Work trips.  B) Shopping trips. 
C) Both work and shopping trips 
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Figure 5-5.  Presence of child and time-of-day arrival for: A) Work trips.  B) Shopping 
trips. C) Both work and shopping trips 

Table 5-2.  Descriptive of socio-economic variables with scale measures for work trips 
Variables N Range Minimum Maximum Mean Std.  Deviation 
HHdriver 2069 7 0 7 2.19 .805 
HHSize 2069 9 1 10 2.83 1.259 
HHVeh 2069 12 0 12 2.30 1.043 
HHAdult 2069 9 1 10 2.23 .839 
Age 2069 75 16 91 49.24 12.838 
HHworkers 2069 4 0 4 1.70 .702 

 
 
Table 5-3.  Descriptive of socio-economic variables with scale measures for shopping 

trips 
Variables N Range Minimum Maximum Mean Std.  Deviation 
HH driver 3468 7 0 7 1.91 .835 
HH Size 3468 9 1 10 2.37 1.250 
HH Veh 3468 12 0 12 1.89 .977 
HH Adult 3468 9 1 10 2.04 .887 
Age 3468 81 16 97 60.16 16.348 
HH workers 3468 4 0 4 .83 .892 
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Descriptive of trip characteristic variables 

Mode of transportation may determine the time-of-day choice for travelers in 

relation with the schedules.  This study categorizes modes of transportation into five 

groups: automobiles, non-motorized vehicles, transit systems, motorcycles, and others.  

Automobiles are the majority of mode used by travelers for both work and shop 

purposes as we can see from Table 5.4.  Other than automobile, travelers use non-

motorized and transit as the second and third biggest number of respondents; however, 

the number of respondents on both those modes account for less than 5 percent of total 

respondents.  

Table 5-4.  The mode of transportation for work trips and shopping trips 

 
Work trip Shopping trip Total 

Auto 1925 3262 5187 
Non-motorized 79 156 235 
Transit 39 35 74 
Motorcycle 15 11 26 
Others 4 3 7 
  2062 3467 5529 

 

Overall automobile users have equal preference on a.m. peak, a.m. mid-day, and 

p.m. mid-day. However, most automobile users that have work trip choose a.m. peak; 

while most of automobile users that have shopping trip choose a.m. mid-day or p.m. 

mid-day. Motorcycle users choose p.m. mid-day over other periods for work trips and 

a.m. mid-day for shopping trips.  Higher percentage of transit users choose a.m. peak 

as the period for work trips and either a.m. mid-day or p.m. mid-day as the period for 

shopping trips.  Figure 5-6 shows the descriptive for mode of transportation. 
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Figure 5-6.  Mode of travel used by respondents for trips and time-of-day of arrival: A) 
Work trips. B) Shopping trips. C) Both work and shopping trips 

This study uses the reported travel time from the travelers.  Table 5-5 displays 

the range distribution of travel time for work and shopping trips.  Although the maximum 

time spent on travel for a shopping trip is 330 minutes, which is longer than the longest 

work trip by 100 minutes, the mean of time spent for travel for shopping trips is less than 

the time spent on traveling to work.  The mean time spent for a shopping trip is 14.03 

minutes, while the mean time spent for a work trip is 23.56 minutes.  

This research calculates the distance for each traveler using the shortest 

distance tool in GIS.  The distance is calculated from the pair of coordinates between 

home and the end trip.  For work trips, the minimum distance is 0.05 miles and the 

maximum distance is 80.022 miles.  The mean distance for work trips is 10.12 miles.  

For shopping trips, the minimum distance travelled is 0.005 mile and the maximum 

distance travelled is 82.64 miles.  The mean value for shopping trips is 4.33 miles.  

Table 5-6 shows the complete descriptive of distance variable.   
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Table 5-5.  Table for travel time spent by working and shopping travelers 

  N Range Minimum Maximum Mean 
Std.  

Deviation 
Travel time in minutes 
for work trips 

2069 219 1 220 23.56 17.79 

Travel time in minutes 
for shopping trips 

3468 329 1 330 14.03 12.55 

 
Table 5-6.  Descriptive of distance (mile) for work and shopping trips 

 
N Range Minimum Maximum Mean 

Std.  
Deviation 

Distance 2052 79.97 0.050 80.02 10.118 8.53 
Valid N (listwise) - 
Work Trip 2052      
Distance 3459 82.64 0.005 82.64 4.336 5.22 
Valid N (listwise) - 
Shopping trip 3459           

 

Descriptive of built environment variables  

The first built environment variable is density.  This study measures the 

employment density at the destination (trip end) and population density at home location 

as the measure of density.  The employment density is between 0 and 145.69 workers 

per acre at shopping trip destinations is and between 0.001 and 467.47 workers per 

acre at work trip destinations.  There are 913 block groups as trip destinations for 

working purpose and 1217 block groups for shopping purpose.  The means of density 

are 7.945 and 4.998 workers per acre for shopping and work trips, respectively.  Figure 

5-7 shows the employment density with three classifications based on geometrical 

interval; the lowest density block groups are re-categorized into the “1” category while 

the highest are re-categorized into the “3” category. Category “2” has the interval 

between categories “1” and “3”. 
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Figure 5-7.  Employment density at trip end location:  A) Work trip, B) Shopping trip 

 
This study incorporates the population densities at the origin (i.e., home) 

locations for both work and shopping trips.  For both trips, the density at the home 

location ranges between 0 and 180.60 people per acre.  A total of 840 and 1103 block 

groups for home locations are represented in the sample for working and shopping trips, 

respectively.  The means of population densities for home origins are 10.45 (work trips) 

and 10.62 people per acre for (shopping trips).  In the analysis, this study classifies 

population density into three classes based on the geometric interval.  Figure 5-8 

displays the population density throughout the study area; the green categories (value = 

(A) (B) 

(A) (B) 
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1) show the lowest population density, while the red category shows the highest density 

of population (value = 3).   

 

Figure 5-8.  Built environment variable for population density at home location: A) work 
trip, B) Shopping trip  

This study incorporates the diversity dimension by calculating proportion of four 

different land use areas.  This study gathers the information of land use by summing up 

the parcel database into block groups.  As a consequence, the range of diversity is 

between 0 and 0.907, with the highest numbers having the greatest diversity.  Figure 5-

9 shows the land use diversity with three classifications based on geometric interval.   

 

(A) (B) 
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Figure 5-9.  Land use diversity at trip end locations in the Southeast Florida 

This study uses intersection density and cul-de-sac density as design dimension.  

For work trips, the range of intersection density is between 0 and 1.0038 intersections 

per acre and the range of cul-de-sac density is between 0 and 0.33 cul-de-sacs per acre 

at the work destinations.  Shopping trips have the range between 0 and 0.928 

intersections per acre and the range between 0 and 0.434 cul-de-sacs per acre at 

shopping destinations.  The trip-end associated block groups have the number of 

intersections ranging from 0 to 526 and the number of cul-de-sacs ranging from 0 to 
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132.  The means for intersection density are 0.239 (work trips) and 0.245 (shopping 

trips).  Moreover, the means for cul-de-sacs density are 0.037 (work trips) and 0.043 

(shopping trips).  Figure 5-10 displays design variables of built environment; the 

locations with the lowest intersection density have been reclassified as “1” while the 

locations with the highest density are reclassified as “3”. 

 

Figure 5-10.  Design dimension of built environment variables: A) Intersection density B) 
Cul-de-sacs density  

 
This study uses the field calculator to produce combined built environment 

variables.  The formula to obtain the combined values is: 

𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑑 𝐵𝑢𝑖𝑙𝑡 𝐸𝑛𝑣𝑖𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 = [(𝐸𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑦𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝐶𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑠) ∗ 100 +
 (𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦) ∗ 10 + (𝐷𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝐶𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑠) ∗ 1] (5- 1) 

As a result, this variable has 27 combinations.  Figure 4-10 displays the descriptive of 

combined built environment variables.  Few block groups have all built environment 

A B 
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variables in the high categories (code: 333), i.e.  22 out of 1217 for shopping locations, 

and 9 out of 913 block groups for working locations.  For the least favorable built 

environment category (code: 111), 68 out of 913 are associated with work trip locations.  

For shopping trips, 17 out of 1217 block groups are of category of 111.  The most 

common combination for respondent destination is medium employment density, high 

diversity and medium intersection density (code =232), which is 13.8 percent of all 

respondents.  The least combination of built environment chosen by respondents is high 

employment density, high diversity and low intersection density (code =331) or only 0.2 

percent. Figure 5-11 shows locations of combined built environment variables.  

 

Figure 5-11.  The combined built environment variables  
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, This study compares the models involving individual built environment variables 

and combined built environment variables as the analysis at the regional level using 

ordered probit models.  The models predict the probability of time-of-day choice for 

arrival time. At the CBD level, this study examines the trips that have trip end locations 

in the CBDs’ study cases.  The results of the regional models are in the Table 4-8 and 

the CBD models are on Table 4-9.  The next section explores the factors determining 

significant and insignificant variables in these models.   

Regional Model and the Results 

Before performing Ordered Choice Model, this study uses correlation analysis to 

see the connectivity among variables.  Variables that correlate with other and have 

coefficient more 0.5 are number of driver, number of household members, number of 

adult, number of vehicles, number of workers in households, age, the presence of child, 

low income, and medium income.  This matrix of correlation analysis can be seen on 

Table B-1. Then, some representatives among these variables are selected to avoid the 

collinearity.   

After running the model, significant socio-economic variables include income, 

age, and the presence of child. Trip purpose and travel mode variables are significant 

among the group of trip characteristics (TR) variables.  This analysis treats the built 

environment variables differently.  In the first estimation shown in the first column of 

Table 5-7, built environment (BE) variables are treated individually.  Then, this analysis 

finds only one variable is significant for time-of-day choice—high cul-de-sac density.  

When this analysis uses combined built environment variables, three combined 

variables are as significant as high cul-de-sac density.   
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In order to compare the goodness of fit from those models, the Table 5-7 

mentions the log-likelihood at convergence and equal share.  For the first model, the 

log-likelihood value at convergence is -4077.3145, while at equal share is -4629.483.  

This gives the chi-square value of 1104.338.  Since the degrees of freedom (df) or the 

restriction variable between constant only model and final model is 7 and the standard 

chi-square value for 95% confidence interval is 14.07, the first model has better 

performance than the equal share model or constant only model.  The second model 

has the log-likelihood value at convergence of -4353.17 and at equal share of -4914.55.  

The chi-square value for this model is 1122.753.  The standard chi-square value for df 

of 10 is 18.31.  This proves the second model has better performance than the constant 

only model. 

Table 5-7.  Estimation of time-of-day choice (ordered probit model) 

Variables 
SE + TR + BE (Individual) SE + TR + BE Combined 

Estimate Value t-value Estimate Value t-value 

Constant -1.933 -19.45 -1.976 -19.735 
Income high 0.138 4.669 0.139 4.738 
Shopping trip 1.026 29.858 1.031 31.181 
Age -0.003 -3.036 -0.003 -3.095 
Presence of child -0.078 -2.149 -0.077 -2.111 
Mode auto -0.238 -3.556 -0.262 -4.034 
Mode transit -0.376 -2.35 -0.387 -2.805 
Cul-de-sac density high 0.1 3.471 0.098 3.446 
Combination of BE all high 

  
-0.206 -2.192 

Combination 123 
  

-0.176 -2.256 
Combination 322 

  
-0.426 -3.014 

ᴪ or mu (1) 1.423 -5.466 1.425 -5.861 
ᴪ or mu (2) 0.857 3.717 0.858 3.272 
ᴪ or mu (3) 0.756 11.743 0.757 11.265 
ᴪ or mu (4) 0.862 20.472 0.864 19.976 
N 5537 5537 
Log-likelihood at convergence -4077.3145 -4353.17 
Log-likelihood at equal shares -4629.483 -4914.55 
Chi-square value 1104.338 1122.753 
df 7 10 
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In order to know which model is better, this study compares the chi-square 

values of both models.  Model 2 has a greater value of χ2 (chi-square) than that of 

model 1.  The χ2 value of model 2 is 1122.753, whereas the χ2 value of model 1 is 

1104.338.  This comparison shows that model 2 explains the condition of population 

better than model 1.  Furthermore, the following sections discuss the variable results by 

variable group. 

Socio-economy variables 

Significant variables include high income, age of respondent, and the presence 

of child. First, high income has a coefficient of 0.138, which is the highest among the 

socio-economy variables for the final model that treats the built environment variables 

individually.  Also, high income variable is significant for the time-of-day choice in all 

attempted models.  The positive sign on high income shows that people in high income 

category tend to have the propensity of later arrival time at the destination.   

The second significant socio-economic variable is age of respondent.  The 

coefficient of for age is -0.003.  The negative value shows that as age increases, the 

propensity of choosing later time decreases.  In the other words, older people tend to 

choose to travel earlier in the day.   

As expected, the presence of child affects the travel time choice.  This variable 

has coefficient of -0.078 in the first model and -0.077 in the second model.  The 

estimated coefficients may imply that travelers having children tend to choose to travel 

earlier in the day.   
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Trip characteristics variables 

The two significant trip characteristics variables are trip purpose and mode 

preference of automobiles and transit systems.  First, the dummy variable of shopping 

trip purpose turns significant for time-of-day choice with coefficients of 1.026 and 1.031.  

These positive coefficients imply that travelers with shopping-related purpose tend to 

choose to travel later in the day. 

The second significant variable on trip characteristic group is mode preference 

for travel by automobiles and transit.  The coefficients of automobile choice are -0.238 

and -0.262 in the first and second model respectively, while the coefficients of transit 

choice are -0.376 and -0.387.  Negative coefficients indicate that travelers who choose 

those modes tend to choose earlier travel times during the day.  The condition that 

coefficient of transit is greater than coefficient of automobile shows a logical 

relationship. 

Built environment variables 

Cul-de-sac density is significant across the models with coefficient of 0.1 for the 

first model and 0.098 for the second model.  Positive values of those coefficients 

indicate that travelers choose later time-of-day travel if their destinations have a higher 

density of cul-de-sacs.  Since denser cul-de-sacs in one area reflect more auto-oriented 

characteristics, travelers may choose a later travel time because they do not want to 

wait in congestion during peak hours.  Employment density is significant in some 

models only if cul-de-sac density is not included in the model.  This condition may result 

from the collinearity of these two variables.  In the second model, this condition does not 

occur.  The cul-de-sac density is still significant even after all combined variables are 

included and significant. 
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As expected, the combined built environment variable is significant for the 

second model.  A coefficient of -0.206 indicates that the effect of built environment 

exists and is relatively highly explanatory of the travel time choice.  Negative value 

means that travelers with their trips ends in locations with high employment density, 

high diversity, and high intersection density areas tend to choose earlier travel time 

periods for shopping and working activities.  The reason underlining this preference may 

be that the travelers anticipate congestion and competition for parking spaces.   

Besides the combined built environment variables with all high value of built 

environment factors, two other combinations of built environment factors are 

significantly related to the travel time choice.  Those are combination of 123 and 

combination of 322.  The first combination reflects low employment density, medium 

diversity, and high intersection density; these locations may include older residential 

neighborhoods with a mix of land uses.  The second combination indicates high 

employment density, medium diversity, and medium intersection density, which would 

include older employment centers with adjacent residential neighborhoods.  The 

coefficients of those combinations are -0.176 and -0.426 respectively.  Similar to 

previous combined variables, negative value indicates that travelers tend to choose to 

travel during earlier time periods.  The coefficient of 322 combinations, which is bigger 

than that of other combined variables, points out greater employment density effects on 

time-of-day choice than other variables in combination.   

Downtown Level 

Descriptive Analysis of Parking Variables  

Overall, 120 trips and 83 trips were taken to the Miami CBD and Fort Lauderdale 

CBDs, respectively.  After linking these trips in the trip database, 9 trips to the Miami 
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CBD and 2 trips to the Fort Lauderdale CBD were eliminated from the analysis because 

the home locations of those trips are not in Southeast Florida.    

Most of the trips to these CBDs are work trips.  Although Miami CBD is the 

destination for only 18 percent of Home Based Work (HBW), most of the non-home-

based (NHB) trips are for work purposes—28 out of 54 trips.  The second largest 

proportion of the trips to the Miami CBD is for shopping.  From a total of 97 trips, the 

shopping purpose accounts for 17.5 percent.  A similar situation happens in the Fort 

Lauderdale CBD.  The percentage of NHB trips is 38.3 percent, while the percentage of 

HBW trips is 29.6 percent.  From those NHB trips, 11 out of 31 trips are for work-related 

purposes.  The cross tabulation analysis shows that most of the HBW trips in Fort 

Lauderdale CBD have a.m. peak as the arrival time and the rest of them occur during 

the a.m. mid-day period.  In the Miami CBD, most HBW trips occur during the a.m. 

peak.  The second period most popular travel time for work trips is the p.m. mid-day.  

Most shopping travelers choose the p.m. mid-day and the p.m. peak as their time of 

arrival in the Miami CBD.  Figures 5-12 and 5-13 show the distribution of arrival times of 

various trip purposes for the Fort Lauderdale and Miami CBDs, respectively. 
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Figure 5-12.  Trip purposes and time-of-day arrival in the Fort Lauderdale CBD 

 

Figure 5-13.  Trip purposes and time-of-day descriptive at Miami CBD 

 
This study incorporates three variables related to parking in the CBD into the 

model: the number of available parking spaces, the average parking prices, and the 

percentage of time-restriction parking in each block group.  These variables are joined 
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with travelers’ locations on two CBDs.  First, this study utilizes the split analysis to 

calculate the number of on-street parking spaces per block group.  The Fort Lauderdale 

CBD has six block groups and the Miami CBD has seven block groups.  The location 

and the number of block groups within the two CBDs are shown in Figure 5-14.  In Fort 

Lauderdale CBD, the number of on-street parking lots ranges between 34 and 323 

spaces.  The ranges of public parking and commercial off-street parking are 0 to 4,673 

and 0 to 8,753 respectively for the Fort Lauderdale and Miami CBDs.  Parking prices 

vary within the CBD with the averages of on-street parking and public off-street parking 

less than that of commercial off-street parking.  The cheapest average price is on the 

west northern block group, which is $0.368 per hour.   

In the Miami CBD, the number of on-street parking lots is within the range of 51 

to 154 spaces per block group, while the number of public off-street parking spaces is 

ranged from 0 to 2,150 spaces per block group.  Commercial off-street parking accounts 

for the most available parking lots in Miami CBD.  The range of this type of parking lot is 

from 437 to 5,087 spaces per block group.  The average price of on-street parking is 

cheaper than off-street parking for each block group.  Some block groups have cheaper 

average prices for public off-street parking lots than the rest of block groups.  In the 

southeast block groups, commercial off-street parking spaces have more expensive 

average prices per block group than the rest of block groups.  The number of parking 

lots and average prices for each type by block groups are shown in Tables 5-7 and 5-8 

for the Fort Lauderdale and Miami CBDs, respectively. 
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Figure 5-14.  The block groups in: A) Fort Lauderdale CBD, B) Miami CBD  

Table 5-8.  The average price of parking in Fort Lauderdale CBD 

GEOID 
On-street Public Off-street Commercial Off-street 

Space 
Price 

($/hour) Space 
Price 

($/hour) Space Price ($/hour) 
120110425001 62 1.504 66 0.924 1550 5.234 
120110416001 117 1.000 130 0.368 0 0.000 
120110419003 34 2.210 0 0.000 0 0.000 
120110425002 323 1.654 4673 1.231 8753 2.960 
120110425003 88 1.741 169 0.750 1119 4.274 
120110426005 85 1.747 20 1.250 0 0.000 

 
 
Table 5-9.  The average price of parking in Miami CBD 

GEOID 
On-street Public Off-street Commercial Off-street 

Space 
Price 

($/hour) Space 
Price 

($/hour) Space 
Price 

($/hour) 
120860037051 51 1.452 828 5.891 437 4.119 
120860037024 88 1.500 0 0.000 721 1.712 
120860037041 154 1.500 1543 3.000 5087 6.094 
120860037061 148 1.500 1972 4.000 1587 4.658 
120860036011 150 1.469 2150 3.887 2728 2.912 
120860037031 97 1.500 631 5.648 3694 8.000 
120860037071 122 1.500 1627 3.884 3516 3.824 

(A) (B) 
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The maximum time allowed for parking in the Fort Lauderdale CBD varies in 

number.  Various locations have time restrictions for on-street parking that include: one, 

two, three, four, and six hours.  About 36 percent of parking lots have four to six-hour 

parking restrictions.  For public parking, two, three, four, six, and twelve-hour restrictions 

are enforced.  About 66.5 percent of parking lots have more than six-hour restriction, 

which is categorized as no restriction.  Commercial off-street parking also has most lots 

having six-hour or longer restriction.  Also, 35 percent of total commercial off street 

parking does not have any time restriction.  Figure 4-14 shows the proportion of each 

time restriction category by parking type.   

In the Miami CBD, off-street parking lots account for most of the parking hour 

restrictions, although the percentage for time period is low: 19.1 percent for one to three 

hours and 16.4 percent for four to six-hour period.  This study does not find any short 

period, i.e. one to three hour, on commercial off-street parking.  Also, the hour 

restriction for on-street parking is low.  The percentages on both periods that are 

identified are less than five percent: 3.1 percent for one to three hours and 0.6 percent 

for four to six hours.   The classification of the hour restrictions can be difficult because 

public operator also offers parking meter rent, flat rate, and monthly rates that support 

the low percentage of hour restriction in Miami CBD.  Figure 5-15 and Figure 5-16 

displays the number of parking lots based on the period of restriction hour for the Fort 

Lauderdale and Miami CBDs, respectively.  Overall, the blue figure, for no hour 

restriction, category dominates the statistics for every parking type: on-street parking, 

off-street public parking, and off-street commercial parking. 
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Figure 5-15.  The number of parking spaces based on restriction hours and parking 
types in Fort Lauderdale CBD 

 
 

 

Figure 5-16.  The number of parking spaces based on restriction hours and parking 
types in Miami CBD 

CBD Model and the Results 

Without separating the trip purposes as what as was done for the regional level, 

this study finds 192 travelers completed their trips in the one of the CBDs.  A similar 
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ordered probit model is used to understand the relationships between socio-economic, 

trip characteristics and built environment factors and time of travel to the CBD.  Among 

various variables tested on the model, only three variables are significant: working 

status, trip purpose dedicated to work, and the percentage of parking without restriction.  

Table 5-10 displays the model for CBD.    

Surprisingly, none of the socio-economy variables is significant except for 

working status.  The coefficient of this variable is -0.592.  The negative value of this 

variable shows that if travelers have working status, they tend to choose to travel earlier 

in the day.  The second significant variable is trip purpose dedicated to work.  When the 

trip purpose is HBW or other types of trips that are related to working, the variable is 

coded as 1.  The second significant variable is trip purpose dedicated to work.  When 

the trip purpose is HBW or other types of trips that are related to working, the variable is 

coded as 1.  The result of this model is significant with coefficient of -0.689.  Similar to 

the working status, the negative value means that travelers with work trips tend to 

choose to travel earlier in the day.  Meanwhile, travelers with other purposes may 

choose later time-of-day travel.  Two possible reasons that cause shoppers to choose 

later time-of-day are because: (1) they prevent the conflict with workers or avoiding 

peak hours, and (2) they find that later time-of-day support the flexibility, such as in 

terms of parking availability.   

The third significant variable is the percentage of parking lots without restriction.  

A positive value applies for this variable.  It means that when the percentage is higher, 

travelers tend to choose to travel later in the day.  The coefficient for this variable is 

1.160.  Two other variables, i.e. the average parking prices and the availability of 
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spaces per block group, are not significant.  The result may also imply that parking 

spaces are relatively available and the price per hour does not affect the choice of travel 

time.  Additionally, it also may indicate that many of the parking providers charge a flat 

rate or a rate that is not sensitive to difference in the demand for parking at various 

times of day.   

Table 5-10.  Estimation of time-of-day choice (ordered probit model) for CBD 

Variables Estimate 
Value t-value 

Constant -1.581 -4.168 
Worker status -0.592 -2.863 
Work trip purpose -0.689 -3.710 
Percentage of parking spaces without 
enforcement 1.160 2.678 
ᴪ or mu (1) 1.298 -0.781 
ᴪ or mu (2) 0.660 1.037 
ᴪ or mu (3) 0.862 3.360 
ᴪ or mu (4) 0.986 5.573 
N 192 
Log-likelihood at convergence 244.489 
Log-likelihood at equal shares 286.221 
Chi-square Value 41.732 
df 3 

 

Hypotheses Testing 

From the above results, this study responds to these several hypotheses. The 

first hypothesis is that built environment factors have an effect on the time-of-day travel 

choice.  Significant built environment variables in the first and the second models show 

that they have the relationship with time-of-day travel choice.  In the first model, only 

one built environment factor, the cul-de-sac density, is significant. This variable is 

consistent across the tested models.  The second model also supports the first 

hypothesis. Four built environment variables, cul-de-sac density, all high value of built 
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environment factors (code = 333), low employment density-medium diversity-high 

intersection density (code = 123), high employment density-medium diversity-medium 

intersection density (code = 322), are found to be significant.  These significant 

variables contribute to the second hypothesis.   

The second hypothesis proposes that the combined factors of built environment 

have a more significant effect on time-of-day travel choice.  Based on the comparison 

between the first and second model on regional level, the second model that includes 

the combined measures of built environment performs better in terms of the goodness 

of fit in the model.  None of the built environment variables is significant in the first 

model except the cul-de-sac density.  Since this cul-de-sac density is also significant in 

the second model, the combined variables tend to have a greater ability to explain the 

time of travel in this case study. 

The third hypothesis that questions whether the trip purpose is significant 

variable in explaining time-of-day travel choice was tested by segmenting trip purposes 

into working and shopping trips.  Both models of regional and CBD levels show the 

significance of these purpose-related variables.  At the regional level, shop-related trips 

are taken later in the day, while at the CBD level, work-related trip affects the earlier 

time-of-day.   

The last hypothesis proposes that the average parking price rate and availability 

of parking affects the time-of-day travel choice for CBD destinations; the average price 

is not a significant variable for the model tested in the CBDs.  This study tests the 

hypothesis by calculating the average parking prices at the block group level.   Along 

with the price, this study tests the total spaces available and the percentage of parking 
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spaces with and without time parking restriction.  The time parking restriction variable is 

significant. 
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CHAPTER 6 
DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS FOR POLICY 

This research aimed to comprehend the relationship between land-use and 

transportation, especially the relationship of built environment factors and time-of-day 

choices.  By understanding this relationship, this study attempts to take a position in the 

current debate about the relationship of those variables and to suggest policy 

implications at the regional level.   

Discussion  

This study supports prior studies’ argument that a relationship between the built 

environment and travel behavior exists.  By performing time-of-day dimension as a part 

of travel behavior procedures, this study finds several significant built environment 

factors using a time-of-day choice model.  Built environment factors include cul-de-sac 

density, high levels of built environment combinations, the combination of high 

employment density-medium diversity-medium intersection density, and the 

combination of low employment density-medium diversity-high intersection density.  

This result suggests the possibility that land use policy may influence time-of-day 

preferences and travel behavior.   

The combined effect of built environment variables, which are density, diversity, 

and design, meets prior expected findings on their influence on time-of-day travel 

choice.  Many researchers have argued that built environment affect travel behavior; 

however, most built environment variables are correlated to each other (Cervero & 

Kockelman, 1997; Crane & Crepeau, 1998; Silva et al., 2006; Shay & Khattak, 2005). 

However, those studies did not examine the built environment to time-of-day choice 

relationship.  Negative values of built environment variables found in this research 
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indicate travelers with shopping and work purposes tend to choose earlier time periods 

for arrival if their end trips are located in high employment density, high diversity, and 

high intersection density areas. This relationship contradicts the finding by Chu (2009) 

and He (2013) that shows the insignificance of corridor density and employment density 

for work trips.   

In similar study area with this research, Neog (2009) found one contradictory 

result that she did not find any effect or combined effect from the built environment 

factors on mode choice travel behavior in the Southeast Florida. Meanwhile, the 

combined factors are significant in this current study.  One possible explanation for the 

lack of significance in Neog’s study may be in part due the lack of variability for the 

model considering the domination of automobile in the study case, which is more than 

90 percent.  Another reason, current research measures three combined built 

environment factors that are different to Neog’s study that bond two built environment 

factors.  

Changing the time period of travel may be one option for traveler in response to 

any transportation policies, such as increasing pricing of travel, land-use policies, or any 

restriction.  As an example, Hensher and King (2001) found that people will also 

consider changing locations besides using public transport when higher parking pricing 

or time-restricted parking is imposed.   Lam et al. (2006) performed an analysis that 

relates the departure time choice with parking location, time delay because of parking 

searching, and parking charges.  This study implied that people may change their 

preference of time because of parking policy.   
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Moreover, the characteristics of trip-end destination appear to affect the time-of-

day travel choice more than the origin, or home, starting point of travel.  Although only 

one variable, population density, is attributed to the origin location, it is not significant 

across the models.  This may also be attached to the characteristics of study case in the 

Southeast Florida that has a strong mode preference for automobile usage.  For 

example, this study finds that the mean of distance travelled for work trips is 10 miles 

and for shopping trips is 4 mile.   The variability of home location may be low because 

most start or home locations are in low population density areas or in single-family land 

uses.  Moreover, people may choose their home location based on individual 

preferences, as prior literature calls self-selection (Chatman, 2009; Handy et al., 2006; 

Cao et al., 2009).  On the other side, the built environment attributes at the trip-end 

locations may have more variation than home location.  Trip-end location, especially for 

work location, is not chosen based on individual preferences.   

Furthermore, this study supports the finds of prior research in terms of several 

socio-economic variables that are significant to time-of-day travel choice.  These include 

high-income, age of respondent, and travelers with children.  With understanding these 

significant socio-economic, policy makers can consider the proper strategies regarding 

socio-economic changes and related policies or further model for time-of-day travel.  

For example, Steed and Bhat (2000) highlight the importance of predicting trends 

between socio-economic changes and transportation and air quality analysis. 

High income variable is significant to the model of time-of-day choice. This result 

is consistent with prior study focusing similar topic, such as Steed and Bhat (2000).  

Their result suggests that travelers with high income travel less during the a.m. peak 
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and mid-day periods.  While their study shows that this situation only applies to 

shopping and recreation trips, this study suggests that later time preference also applies 

for work trips.  The reason for shopping travelers to choose later time may be because 

the strict schedules they have during earlier time (Steed and Bhat, 2000) and other 

constraints related to the earlier time, such as congestion and later hours for shopping; 

while, working travelers with high income may have   higher positions that provide them 

with greater flexibility to go to their office at the time they desire, which generally do not 

require them to come at the earlier periods.   

Then, the significance for age of respondent is consistent to the past literature 

(Steed & Bhat, 2000; Okola, 2003) that agrees that age is a predictor of time-of-day 

travel choice, although the results are contradictory.  The reason of the difference is due 

to both past literatures having specific focus, e.g. shopping and recreation, while this 

study combines working and shopping.  Work trips may contribute to the effect of earlier 

time because the trips are relatively strict to the early time schedules.  However, the 

coefficient for the effect of age on time-of-day choice is relatively small. 

The presence of child is significant to the model. This result confirms the result of 

a previous study by Steed and Bhat (2000) that shows that travelers with children tend 

to choose a.m. off-peak and p.m. off-peak for shopping and recreational trip.  Also, it 

confirms the study of Chu (2009) and He (2012) that found travelers with children travel 

earlier for work trips.  This study finds many reasons explaining the tendency of 

travelers with children choosing earlier travel times.  First, child-related activities, such 

as dropping children off at school or day care, may cause travelers with children to 

choose earlier periods of travel.  Second, travelers who shop with children tends to 
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choose periods earlier in the day due to the early bedtimes of children (Steed and Bhat 

2000). 

The trip purpose shows a significant effect on time-of-day travel choice.  This 

result is not surprising, since much of the literature discussed travel behavior 

differences between work trips and non-work trips.  One of study (Kumar and Levinson, 

2008) that verifies this result shows that working and non-working travelers having 

different behaviors.  As well as different types of behavior, working travelers tend to 

have inflexibility in terms of their schedules as the basic reason of why most working 

travelers tend to choose earlier periods.  The main reason for this different may be time 

flexibility; most workers have a limited flexibility in their work schedule.  Prior research 

focusing on work-trip and time-of-day choice shows that the flexibility of work schedule 

affects the travel time choice (Abkowitz ,1981; Arnott et al.,1990); Arellana et al. ,2012; 

Bellei et al. ,2006; Borjesson ,2008; Chin, 1990; De Jong et al.,2003; Habib, 2012); He, 

2013; Lemp et al., 2010; Mahmassani & Chang, 1986; Mannering, 1989, Mannering & 

Hamed, 1990; Noland & Small, 1995; Sall & Bhat, 2007; Sasic &Habib, 2013; 

Yamamoto et al., 2000; and Yang et al., 2013, Ettema & Timmermans, 2003;  Chu, 

2009; Saleh & Farrell ,2005). The result of this study confirms this schedule limitation.  

At the regional level, travelers with work-related trips tended to choose earlier periods in 

the day for travel. Conversely, travelers with shop-related trips favored a traveling at 

later in the day.  Almost similar result applies to CBD travelers: when the trip is work-

related, travelers tend to choose to travel the earlier in the day.  In fact, this result also 

provides us with insight into to the relationship between time-of-day travel choice and 

parking restrictions and costs in CBDs. 
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As discussed in the descriptive analyses, the single purpose of work dominates 

the trips to CBDs.  Likewise, two significant variables impacting time-of-day travel 

choice with the CBD as a destination are work-related; the work trip purpose and the 

worker status.  This result may imply that the behavior of work–related travelers can 

bring in CBDs’ time-of-day peak period.  In fact, this situation is not surprising and can 

be seen in the example of parking behavior.  Characteristics regarding parking behavior 

of work trips are long-term parking, self-sufficient office buildings with parking garages, 

and many off-street parking lots in the downtown periphery.  This study highlights two 

CBDs in the study case that demonstrate these parking characteristics.   

From the inventory, Fort Lauderdale CBD has 17,211 parking spaces that consist 

of on-street about 4.2 percent, off-street public about 29.4 percent, and off-street 

commercial about 66.36 percent.  This number does not account for the self-sufficient 

office buildings in the downtown area because this study gets only parking lots that are 

open for public use.  However, most of these off-street parking lots (both commercial 

and public) are located in the center of CBD.  One block group dominates the location 

for these off-street parking lots.  It means that the characteristic of off-street around the 

downtown periphery does not apply for Fort Lauderdale CBD.  However, long-term 

parking may happen in this CBD since the 74.7 percent of commercial off-street parking 

lots do not have time restrictions, in terms of maximal hours allowed.   

Meanwhile, Miami CBD has 27,331 parking spaces with the following parking 

types: on-street represents 2.9 percent; off-street public is 32 percent; and off-street 

commercial at 65 percent.  This data indicate that off-street commercial parking 

dominates parking provision types in both CBD.  Also, the Fort Lauderdale’s location is 
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centralized, different with off-street commercial parking lots in Miami CBD that are more 

dispersed, especially in the periphery area of CBD (northern part and western part of 

CBD).  Also, all types of parking are available across all block groups within the Miami 

CBD.  Commercial off-street parking lots without the time restriction account for 83.7 

percent of commercial lots.  Considering these numbers also does not include private-

owned parking lots, Miami CBD may have the potential to experience the undesired 

negative characteristics of long-term parking more profoundly. 

The estimation model of time-of-day choice supports to the result of descriptive 

analysis.  Trip purpose, worker status, and the percentage of parking spaces with time 

restriction were significant variables.  Travelers tend to choose earlier time-of-day travel 

when they have work-related trips purpose and have worker status.  This result confirms 

the finding of Sasic and Habib (2013) that shows that office and professional workers 

tend to choose early morning travel because of regular office work hours.  Because this 

variable is significant only at CBD trip end, this result may relate to the trip purpose 

variable. This result is consistent to the condition on regional level.  This result also 

supports prior literature that argued different trip purposes determine different time-of-

day choices (Kitamura et al., 1998; Steed and Bhat, 2000; Chikairaishi et al., 2009).  

The directions of the relationship are confirmed, such as travelers with shopping trips 

tend to choose later time-of-day.   

Travelers tend choose later time-of-day travel when the percentage of time 

restricted parking was low.  This may imply that earlier time-of-day travel may be dense 

for people who are working and searching for parking, even when the time restriction is 

high.  This situation may conflict with people who are shopping in downtown.  They 
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must then compete to find parking with people who are working in the morning and 

dealing with a similar desire to get parking.   

However, the total percentage of publicly owned and privately owned parking lots 

that have no time-restriction is similar for both the Fort Lauderdale and Miami CBD—78 

percent.  The Fort Lauderdale CBD has fewer parking lots with time restrictions of one 

to three hours than Miami CBD does, 4 percent and 7 percent respectively.  Parking lots 

with restriction of four to six hours are 18 percent in Fort Lauderdale’s CBD versus 15 

percent in Miami’s CBD.  This implies that both CBDs have the potential to increase 

their time restriction policy to influence travel behavior, especially in the morning peak 

choice times.  However, since the majority of travelers are workers who have limited 

flexibility in terms of time schedules, this time restriction policy should be accompanied 

with other supporting policies to accommodate long-term needs.  The following sections 

explore policy implication in specific terms. 

Policy Implications 

The abovementioned conclusions suggest the following policy implications at 

both the regional and CBD levels.  First, in order to coordinate land-use policies with 

travel behavior, the integration of built environment factors should be considered in 

addition to individual factors.  The integration here does not need to be limited to the 

three variables included in this study—density, diversity, and design.  It may also 

encompass other built environment factors, such as distance to transit infrastructures, 

accessibility, pedestrian and bicycle amenities, and demand management strategies.  

Although the method to combine those factors is more complicated if the number of 

variables is more than what is used in this study, it may be applicable to understand 

which combinations are more important than others for specific travel behavior studies.   
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Second, trip purpose segregation to understand specific travel behavior is valid 

because this study also finds that different trip purposes have different behaviors and 

characteristics.  Moreover, understanding different trip purpose behavior may enable 

proper policy development in relation with time-of-day behavior, especially for demand 

management during peak hours.  As an example, policy makers can focus on work 

travelers’ behavior when they want to apply different fees for vehicles at the time 

congestion occurs, usually called congestion charging, or different parking fees based 

on time periods, or to promote high occupancy vehicle policies in early time-of-day.  

Also, understanding how far the workers may negotiate their time flexibility may also 

facilitate the research of time-of-day elasticity for workers.  It gives information about 

whether the travelers may change their locations of working or parking places, whether 

they may be willing to pay more as a policy is imposed, or may change their time-of-

day. 

Third, this study concludes that understanding regional time-of-day travel 

behavior may give insight into parking policy at specific locations such as downtown 

Miami and Fort Lauderdale, in this study.  Parking spaces that are relatively available, 

cheap, and have no time restriction do not help the ultimate goals of multi-modal 

transportation or land-use and transportation coordination.  Those parking conditions 

match what has been identified as the decline of downtowns (Edward, 1996).  In 

downtown revitalization efforts, local governments should be able to understand travel 

behavior for specific trip purpose as this study presented.  In fact, the current tendency 

of CBDs to have a single work-related purpose explains why early mornings dominate 

the travelers’ preferences.  Local government should be able to coordinate with private 
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companies in downtown about this through parking policies for workers.  Without any 

parking policy or any other multimodal-supportive policies dedicated for workers, all 

efforts to improve downtown or to redevelop the CBD will not reach optimal results.   

 Fourth, besides outreach to employers, local government should be able to 

manage collaborations with retailers’ associations or any other shopping-related and 

downtown-oriented stakeholders.  As regional characteristics show, shopping-related 

travelers have shorter trip distances than work-related travelers.  Meanwhile, the 

distance travelled for shopping to the CBD, which is 10 miles, is greater than the 

distance traveled for shopping throughout the region.  This may indicate that shopping 

downtown may not be attractive due to the relatively longer distance.  There is also the 

possibility that the desire to shop in downtown is worsened by the congestion travelers 

could face, or by parking policies that are more oriented to workers.  An example of 

worker-oriented parking policies are the flat rates and the lots without time restrictions.  

This may result in double parking violations for other downtown users who are wanting 

to park for shorter time periods.  Suggestion is on more parking restriction or pricing 

based on peak time in downtown. Appendix B shows a picture that illustrates an 

example of this violation.  By having a discussion with the stakeholders, local 

governments can identify parking policies that promote shopping and downtown 

revitalization.  To name a few, these policies are: shared parking, time-restriction, and 

variable parking pricing based on time of travel.  Additionally, this policy does not 

include stand-alone parking lots for shopping areas.   

Currently, variable parking pricing has not been applied in both CBDs.  In fact, 

the average prices per hour for public parking are relatively cheaper than those for 
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commercial parking.  As a comparison, the prices for public parking are: $1.50 for on-

street and $1.20 for off-street in Fort Lauderdale CBD; and $1.50 for on-street and $4 

for off-street in Miami CBD.  Meanwhile, the commercial parking providers charge more; 

the average price in Fort Lauderdale is $3.30 per hour, and for Miami it is $5.20.  As a 

consequence, not only is the average price of parking still low, especially for public 

providers, but also the possibility of variable parking pricing exists.  Additionally, if this 

parking policy is applied, policies should be imposed to commercial parking as well.  

Regulations for these commercial parking providers should be compatible with the 

overall goals of parking and broader transportation policies.   

Last, there are supportive policies that help the ultimate goals of land-use and 

transportation coordination, particularly to support CBD redevelopment, parking policies, 

smart growth policies, and transit oriented development.  Examples of such policies are: 

1) transit passes for workers to encourage the use of public transportation, 2) park and 

ride, where travelers park their car outside CBD areas and travel using transit system, 

3) non-motorized transportation infrastructures, for example bicycle parking spots or 

bicycle paths, and 4) integration of all modes into a single integrated network that 

reduces the transfer time and increases the convenience for travelers in downtown. 
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CHAPTER 7 
CONCLUSION AND AREAS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 

Coordinating transportation and land use has been considered as a way in 

building the livable city.  One of the efforts to coordinate transportation and land use is 

by understanding the relationship between those two topics and the implications of this 

connection for travel. However, past studies have not been in agreement about that 

relationship due to the broad topics of transportation and land use, the complexity of 

built environment variables, and the involvement of many variables in the relationship.  

Accordingly, the focus of this study is on time-of-day travel choice and its relation to built 

environment factors and   parking policies, in particular.  

This study uses data from the National Household Travel Survey (NHTS) 2009 

FDOT for the Southeast Florida region and parking inventory from the project of impact 

of parking supply and demand management on CBD transportation system outcome by 

the University of Florida (Steiner et al., 2012) to include in the model of time-of-day 

travel choice.  This study examines the relationship of built environment and time-of-day 

using ordered choice models.  Subsequently, this study also tests the combined built 

environment rather than individual effects as previous step using the LUCIS model.  

Furthermore, this study responds to these following hypotheses at the regional level: (1) 

when considering socio-economic variables and trip characteristics, there is a 

relationship between travel behavior (time-of-day) and the built environment in the 

Southeast Florida, and (2) the combinations of built environment factors are more 

influential than individual factor of built environment on the connection to time-of-day 

choice. At CBD level, two downtowns are chosen—Fort Lauderdale and Miami. 

Hypotheses regarding the CBD level are: (1) trip purpose determines different travel 
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behavior, especially related to time-of-day choice, and (2) the average parking rate 

determines time-of-day travel choice at two CBD destinations.  

Working within these hypotheses may provide insights into land-use policies that 

can be used to shift travelers’ choices into the intended time ranges.  In the second 

hypothesis of regional level, this study converts each unique value of built environment 

factors’ combination. Then, the relative importance of one factor to another may be 

known in the relationship to time-of-day choice. Specifically for CBD level, these 

hypotheses may give information about the position of parking as built environment 

factor in the relationship with time-of-day travel choice for travelers to downtown 

destination. By employing this hypothesis, the study may give significance to illustrate 

the current situation of parking policies and the possibility to enhance the current 

practices into making improvement that also consider the livability of downtown. 

Summary of Findings 

This research has several key findings for the regional level at the Southeast 

Florida (three counties: Broward, Palm Beach, and Miami-Dade): 

• Time-of-day travel choice has the relationship with socio-economic and 
demographic variables, including income, age, and the presence of children;  

• Time-of-day choice also has the relationship with trip purpose and travel mode of 
transportation. 

• When the built environment variables are treated individually, only cul-de-sacs 
density is significant. 

• Three combinations of built environment variables are significant in the 
relationship with time-of-day travel choice. These are the combination of high 
employment density, high diversity, and high intersection density; the 
combination of low employment density, medium diversity, and high intersection 
density; and the combination of high employment density, medium diversity, and 
medium intersection density. 
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• Negative value of the combined variables in the relationship with time-of-day 
travel choice indicates that travelers tend to choose earlier travel time periods 
when they travel to these characteristics of built environment. 

• The coefficient of 322 combination (high employment density, medium diversity, 
and medium intersection density) is greater than the others combined variables. 
It may point out greater employment density effects on time-of-day travel choice 
than other variables in combination. 

Furthermore, the key findings for the downtown level at Fort Lauderdale and 

Miami are:  

• Three variables are significant for the relationship with time-of-day choice in 
CBDs. They are working status, trip purpose dedicated to work, and the 
percentage of parking without restriction.  

• Work-related trip purposes have a coefficient of -0.689 in the relationship to time-
of-day travel in these CBDs.  The negative value means that travelers with work 
trips tend to travel earlier in the day. 

• Travelers with the purpose of shopping  tend to travel later in the day 

• The percentage of parking lots without restriction is a significant variable for the 
relationship with time-of-day travel to the CBDs. With the coefficient of 1.160, it 
means that when the percentage is higher, travelers tend to choose later time-of-
day travel.   

• The average parking prices and the availability of spaces per block group are 
insignificant to time-of-day travel choice in the CBDs.  These results imply that 
price per hour does not affect the time-of-day travel choice and parking spaces 
are relatively available. 

Study Limitations and Future Research 

This study notes limitations as follows.  First, because this study relies on data 

from the NHTS travel survey Florida add-on, it uses a limited sample of traveling in any 

given neighborhood including travelers to the downtown CBD.  However, this limitation 

may be addressed in future research, especially research with a focus on downtown 

areas or by performing primary collection among downtown workers and shoppers.  

Other limitations are due to the nature of the national level travel survey related to the 
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geographical units.  Testing using several different units may generate different results.  

Buffers or smaller units may give more neighborhood specific characters in built 

environment variables.  This study uses readily available data that the geocoding 

locations do not allow for blocks level measurement.  This limitation gives the possibility 

for future research to expand the scope of this research into more detailed unit of 

measurements or buffer area, either by circular areas, network distance, or accessibility 

associated with individual parcels.  Also, the location choices of regional travel for 

specific purposes may be a different topic in an extended version of this study.  

Additionally, different choice in classifying built environment variables may give different 

result in the model. This study uses geometric interval; meanwhile, other classification 

methods, such as natural breaks, equal interval, and quantile, could be used in other 

similar studies.   

Second, this study selects a limited number of built environment variables among 

many potential built environment variables.  Accessibility is one of the built environment 

variables that were not incorporated in this study.  In fact, the insignificance of individual 

built environment variables may open the possibility for other built environment 

variables to be significant.   Future research can incorporate many of these built 

environment variables either individually or together in combination to test the 

relationship with time-of-day choice or other travel behavior dimensions.   

Third, since this study considers lack of variability from travelers in terms of 

transit users, this study has not incorporated transit-specific variables.  One variable 

that was included is transit-user; it is significantly associated with earlier time-of-day 

travel choice.  This result opens the possibility that transit system may be included in 
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the model, especially when such time-sensitive policies are imposed.  Most workers 

hypothetically have fixed work-time schedules; they are more likely to choose other 

locations or other modes of transportation if such transportation demand management 

is imposed.  As a consequence, the transit system may be essential to be included for 

future study if we want to explore the elasticity of transit users and conduct more 

detailed surveys.   

Fourth, with regard to parking, this study has limitations that can be addressed by 

future research.  First, the information about how long the travelers spend in the CBDs 

may complete the information about whether the travelers are long-term or short-term 

travelers and parkers.  Also, by having more data on time-of-day choice for downtown 

travelers, future study may draw the relationship of time-of-day choice and parking 

policies more accurately than this current research.  In addition, the elasticity of 

response to price or time restricted policies into the time-of-day travel choice can be 

examined.  This proposed future research may help local government in determining 

proper parking policies that meet the objective of downtown development based on the 

characteristics of travelers.  Third, in the relation to accommodate interest in retail 

development, future research can focus on shopping preference based upon the time-

of-day.  Asking different shopping areas and types may provide information about 

specific times travelers prefer.  Also, the parking and built environment at home or start 

location variables may be incorporated into the survey. 
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APPENDIX A 
DETAILED DATA DESCRIPTION 

Following table is the detailed data sources, variable used in the analysis, 

description and detailed coding.  

Table A-1. Detailed data description 
Data Sources Variable Description Detail Coding 
NHTS 2009 - 
Person File 

Time Choice Discrete variable that represents 
the time periods of choice 

1 - A.M. peak (6:00 to 8:59), 2 - 
A.M. mid-day (9:00 – 11:59), 3 - 
PM mid-day (12:00 – 14:59),4 - 
PM peak (15:00 – 17:59), 5 - PM 
early-evening (18:00 – 20:59), 
and 6 - other (21:00 – 5:59) 

 
Gender Traveler's gender 1 if male and 0 if female  

 
Worker 

Whether traveler has a worker 
status 1 if yes and 0 if no 

 
Age Traveler's age Numerical value of age 

 
Ethnicity Traveler's ethnicity 

1 - white, 2 - African americans, 
3 - Hispanics, 4 - Others 

NHTS 2009 - 
Household 
File 

Presence of 
Child 

Whether household has a child or 
children; data were processed from 
life cycle variable 

1 if yes and 0 if no 

 Income The category of income from 
travelers; three categories 

income low equals to 1 if < 
$30,000; income medium equals 
to 1 if $30,000 - $49,999; income 
high equals to 1 if income is 
$55,000 or more 

 
HH Driver 

The number of driver in the 
household Numerical number of drivers 

 
HH Size The number of household members Numerical value of members 

 
HH Vehicle 

The number of vehicles in the 
household Numerical value of vehicles 

 
HH Adult 

The number of adults in the 
household Numerical value of adults 

 
HH Workers 

The number of workers in the 
household Numerical value of workers 

NHTS 2009 - 
Trip File 

Mode Mode of transportation used in the 
travel; data were processed by re-
category (TRPTRANS variable in 
NHTS 2009) 

1 - automobiles, 2 - non-
motorized vehicles, 3 - transit 
systems, 4 - motorcycles, and 5 
- others 

 

Travel Time in 
minutes 

Total time for travel in minutes; data 
are from TRVLCMIN variable 

Numerical value of times in 
minutes 

 

Location of 
travelers 

Start and End locations - longitude 
and latitude; geocode to GIS 
Software 

X and Y values 

 

Trip Purpose Working trips and Shopping trips 1 for shopping trips; 0 for 
working trips; CBD coding: 1 for 
working trips, 0 for others (not 
only shop trips) 
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Table A-1 Continued 
Data Sources Variable Description Detail Coding 

FGDL Administration 
Boundaries 

State Boundaries; Block 
Boundaries; Block Group 
Boundaries 

File: cntbnd_jul11.shp; 
cenblkgrp2010_aug11.shp; 
cenblk2010_aug11.shp 

 Area Calculated Areas for Block Groups Numerical value of areas in 
meter square 

 Parcel Land-
Use 

Land Use Categories and Areas of 
each parcel 

1 - residential, 2 - retail and 
commercial parcels, 3 - offices, 
and 4 -others 

 Diversity Calculated diversity of land use; 
summarized from parcel land use 
and calculated using formula 

Numerical value of diversity (0 to 
1); categorical values of low-
medium-high are based on 
geometric interval  

 CBD Whether traveler's location is within 
CBDs 

1 - yes; 0 - no 

 Population  Population in the block group Numerical value of population 
within block groups 

 Population 
Density 

Calculated of the number of 
population / Areas of block group 

Numerical value of population 
density; categorical value (low-
medium-high) were calculated 
using geometric interval 

 Combined 
Built 
Environment 
Variables 

Calculated using formula (first digit-
employment density, second digit-
diversity, third digit-intersection 
density) 

27 combinations 

LODES Employment  The number of employment per 
block group; summarized from 
geocoded blocks level 

Numerical value of workers in 
the block group 

 Employment 
Density 

Calculated the number of 
employment / areas of block group 

Numerical value of employment 
density; low, medium, high 
categories are based on 
geometric interval  

2010 Florida 
Traffic 
Information and 
Highway Data 
from Florida 
Department of 
Transportation 
and NAVTEQ 
network map 

The Number 
of 
Intersections 

The number of intersections per 
block group; calculated using 
network analysis in GIS, 
summarized using summary 
statistic for block groups 

Numerical value of intersections 

The Number 
of Cul-de-sacs 

The number of cul-de-sacs per 
block group; calculated using 
network analysis in GIS, 
summarized using summary 
statistic for block groups 

Numerical value of cul-de-sacs 

Intersection 
density 

Calculated the number of 
intersections / areas of block group 

Numerical value of intersection 
density; categories are based on 
geometric interval 

Cul-de-sacs 
density 

Calculated the number of cul-de-
sacs/ areas of block groups 

Numerical value of cul-de-sacs 
density; categories are based on 
geometric interval 

Distance Calculated distance travelled by 
travelers; using pair of start 
geocoded location and end 
geocoded location, the distance 
was calculated by network distance 
(short distance in GIS)  

Numerical value of distance 
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APPENDIX B 
MATRIX OF PEARSON CORRELATION 

Table B-2. The matrix of socio-economic variables in Pearson correlation 
Socio-
economic 
variables 

gender worker hhdriver hhsize hhveh hhadult age hhworkers low 
income 

medium 
income 

high 
income 

Gender 
dedicated 
to male 

The 
presence 
of child 

gender 1 -.115 -.076 -.051 -.095 -.062 .017 -.081 .076 .010 -.071 -1.000 -.011 

worker -.115 1 .190 .200 .237 .107 -.451 .699 -.226 -.085 .258 .115 .241 

hhdriver -.076 .190 1 .718 .624 .827 -.357 .560 -.228 -.049 .228 .076 .391 

hhsize -.051 .200 .718 1 .452 .755 -.492 .487 -.126 -.075 .168 .051 .706 

hhveh -.095 .237 .624 .452 1 .499 -.307 .459 -.300 -.083 .317 .095 .254 

hhadult -.062 .107 .827 .755 .499 1 -.282 .482 -.088 -.028 .096 .062 .265 

age .017 -.451 -.357 -.492 -.307 -.282 1 -.516 .158 .107 -.222 -.017 -.540 

hhworkers -.081 .699 .560 .487 .459 .482 -.516 1 -.260 -.104 .303 .081 .362 

low income .076 -.226 -.228 -.126 -.300 -.088 .158 -.260 1 -.296 -.560 -.076 -.109 

medium 
income 

.010 -.085 -.049 -.075 -.083 -.028 .107 -.104 -.296 1 -.625 -.010 -.077 

high 
income 

-.071 .258 .228 .168 .317 .096 -.222 .303 -.560 -.625 1 .071 .156 

Gender 
dedicated 
to male 

-1.000 .115 .076 .051 .095 .062 -.017 .081 -.076 -.010 .071 1 .011 

The 
presence of 
child 

-.011 .241 .391 .706 .254 .265 -.540 .362 -.109 -.077 .156 .011 1 
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APPENDIX C 
PICTURE OF DOUBLE PARKING VIOLATION 

Following picture is example of double parking violation in Miami CBD during 

working hours.  

 

Figure C-1.  Double parking violation in Miami CBD during working hours 
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